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Local Playhouse acquires
resident guest artist

LBL celebrates annual
Arts & Crafts Festival
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Claiborne Farm mourning
death of champion Swale
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Officials deny downed
Korean air liner was
testing Soviet radar
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration today
denied as "lies" a British report
that the Korean Air Lines jet
dcr.vnedln'Septerriber with a loss
of 269 lives was on an intelligence mission to test Soviet
radar.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger called the story, in
Britain's Sunday Observer
newspaper, "a total set of lies."
The Observer quoted the
magazine Defense Attache as

saying KAL flight 007 entered
Soviet airspace to enable
western intelligence to monitor
_ Soviet radar and electronic
signals. The Boeing 747 was attacked by two Soviet jet fighters
and crashed in the Sea of
Okhotsk.
Weinberger contended that
the British magazine "apparently ... picked up lock, stock and
barrel the total set of lies that
the Soviet Union published after

International

games open
for disabled
- UNIONDALE, N.Y. APi —
Opening the 1984 -International

the Korean airliner was shot
down."
Speaking on the "CBS Morn"There'sabsolutely nothing
remotely resembling any kind of
mission that that plane was on.
It was a commercial airliner
and they've been trying ever
since desperately to hide the
fact,that they've murdered 269
people without the slightest pro-vocation whatever."

•

Democratic platform group
Unveils campaign document t
•

WASHINGTON
AP)
A
Democratic platform committee dominated by supporters of
Walter F. Mondale today unveiled a draft campaign document
calling for "a prosperous
America in a changing world."
Backers of Gary Hartl immediately sought to make the
platform more specific and said
the Democrats "musk make
clear that, we understand and
admit the mistakes that we have
made.
A preliminary draft was
unveiled as -the 15-member drafting committee began a threeday meeting to hammer out a
document for submission to the
party's national convention in
San Francisco next month.
Bah Rep. Geraldine Ferraro
of New York, the chairwoman of

the platform committee, and
Mayor Richard Arrington of Birmingham, Ala.. the chairman of
the drafting committee, told
reporters that they didn't want
the document to spell out
specific legislative proposals.
Arrington said the platform
"should not be a laundry list, not
a legislative agencla_for the next
president's first 100 days."
Rep. Timothy Wirth, D-Colo, a
Hart supporter, said, however,
"I believe we must be more
specific."
"In some areas, our party's
commitment to equal rights,
education, environmental quality, civil rights - our record is
clear," Wirth said. "In others,
the American people have
reason to be less certain and less
confident about proposals - the

deficit, economic productivity,
military posture."
The draft platform calls for,
among other things, a mutual
and verifiable freeze of U.S. and
Soviet nuclear arsenals and opposition to any "pattern or practice" that discriminates against
minorities in voting.
Mrs. Ferraro declined to cornmen) when asked how this affected the Rev. Jesse Jackson's
demands for an end to runoff
primaries.
Party officials ensured that
Mondale forces would have.control of the sensitive 15-member
drafting panel by giving them
majority representation - eight
seats. for Mondale to four for
Hart delegates and two for
Jackson. Mrs. Ferraro is remaining neutral.

PARKING LOT PAINTING - With the temperatures soaring
into the 90s,Tom Jones (foreground) and Jamie Harrell, have hot
work ahead of them painting the stripes on the parking lot spaces
at Murray State University Stewart Stadium. When they are
finished, more than 750 spots will have been painted.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Kentucky scientist heads up 'space fire'research
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) When a flash fire swept through
the Apollo I spacecraft at Cape.
Canaveral in January 1967, killing three astronauts, space
age.ncy'officials were horrified.
But 17 years later, the Na.,
tional Aeronautics and Space
Administration has little more
than theories about what to expect from a similar accident in
space.
- The only way to prove the
theories is to light a fire in
space, film it, take scientific
measurements and analyze the

‘:-

information, and a University of
Kentucky engineering professor
is in charge of an experiment
that will do just that.
The experiment, now being
built at the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration's Lewis Research
Laboratory in Cleveland, is
slated for a space shattle mission in 1986. Professor Robert
Altenkirch will have it in Lexington for testing next fall and
winter.
The experiment will last just a few minutes, poses no hazard to

the shuttle and will be enclosed,
Altenkirch said. NASA is picking up the bill, which he
estimated at $1.5 million. In 1967, "People didn't know a
whole lot about fires under
gravity acceleration or fires in
an atmosphere free of gravity,"
Altenkirch said in a recent interview. "The presumption had
always been that if something
was safe on Earth, it was safe in
space. That's not necessarily the
case, but they didn't have much
else to go on."
The Apollo I fire showed how

precarious that assumption was.
During a simulated flight test on
the ground at Kennedy Space
Center, an arcing electrical
short ignited normally fireresistant plastics that became
flammable in the pure oxygen
atmosphere.
Astronauts Virgil "Gus"
Grissom, Edward H. White II
and Roger B. Chaffee
suffocated.
"That began an agonizing
redesign and resolution of
materials" for spacecraft. said
Terry White. spokesman at
Johnson Space Center in
Houstqn. "Even the paper that
flight plans are printed on had to
-be-fireproof or fire resistant:"
Fabrics, plastics and other
materials were tested, and
NASA eventually switched from
pure oxygen to the oxygennitrogen mix of Earth's atmosphere to cut _ down fire
hazards- on the .space shuttle.
Fire extinguishers are always
within an astronaut's reach on
the shuttle. White said.

Meanwhile, scientists_ began
figuring out how gravity and
zero gravity affect combustion.
a flame and its behavior.
Theories have been developed
based on the few seconds of zerogravity available on Earth in
Lewis' 500-foot drop tower. btka
few seconds isn't long enough to
prove anything.
So Altenkirch plans to send up
a chunk of Plexiglass and a slice
of filter paper, set fire to each
and record everything.
Thus far, he said, scientists
are reasonably sure flames in
space spread differently_ and
more slowly and are rounded,
CHERRY RETIRES IS.,_Cherfy. dire.CISIL the_Westlienbarky 1 ivestoakand-Exposition= -rather.thasi
:
ps_a
Ce
- ter,le greeted by his friend i'.S. Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston and Mrs. Huddieston. Saturday
Flowever, substances seem to
evening ate retirement dinner held in his honor. Cherry,also a part-time Murray State University-probe More flammable • in space,
fessolf of agricultural engineering, has an education career of 34 years. With Cherry are (from right)
meaning there is less danger of
"Jimmy Dale McCuan, Lynnville, retiremegi dinner chairman, Dr. Kale Stroup, MSU president. Mrs.
fite on Eai-th. said Thomas L.
Jean Cherry, Cherry, and Sen. and Mrs. iluddleston.
Labus. the prolebt scientist at
-- Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
Lewis. Lack of ',.gravity also
•••

cnanges the eZchange of heat in
nearby gases that fuels a fire,
the scientists said.
,
"In space, without buoyancy.
you can't dissipate the heat as
quickly as on Earth," Labus
said.
Other university scientists are
developing similar experiments
involving fuel droplets and a
cloud Of dust particles, Labus
said.
The projects are crucial to
development of manned space
stations, "where astronauts and
scientists would live for months.
"There are two tons of combustible _materials on the shuttle, and the manned space stations v:ill carry. .considerably
more," Labus said.
"Theolonger they stay up, the
more it will have _to be like the
usual environment, which is full
of combustible materials,"
Altenkirch added

Games for the Disabled, President Reagan commended the
participants who paraded past
him. - some without legs or
arms, others blind or palsied tor- seilding-a-message-of.h-ope- -throughout the world."
--Reagan said Sunday that the
athletes competing here during
the next two weeks will be no
match, for their Olympic
counterparts when it comes to
the true essence of sports - "the
human heart."
With the pass of a torch to Jan
Wilson. a 29-year-old WinstonSalem, N.C., swimtner who has
asrtificial leg._ Reagan
declared 'the games" officially
open:
"There's Something each of .
you understands that no one else
can ever fully appreciate something that has.to do with
courage. with wilt_power, _and
with the utter refusal to give up.
that has enabled you to rise
above your disabilities and compete." Reagan told some 1,800
athletes from 44 countries.
The Soviet- Union and Cuba.
which are boycotting the Summer Olympics in .Los Angeles,
skipped these games as well.
However, a few countries. includlng East Germany, which
had"followed the Soviets' Olympic' boycott were participating
here.
Reagan, honorary chairman
.6f the games, sat in the reviewing stand as .the procession of
athletes passed before him.
Some -were Amputees in
wheelchairs, while others were
blind and led around the field by

teammates or. in one case, a
seeing-eye dog.
A member of the'
Austrian
.... team. broke- from the . ranks-gohand. Reagan a spray of Ted,
white and
_
_ blue flowers.
-The-procession completed,
Reagan accepted the games'
torch from 12-year-old Timmy
Towers of Levittown. N.Y., and
then passed it to Miss Wilson.
who lit the flame that will burn
until the games' conclusion June
30.
The athletes will compete in 20
events, including track and
field, swimming, weight lifting
and wrestling. _
"By competing in these
games." Reagan .said. "each of
you is,sending a message of hope
throughout the world. You're
proving that a disability doesn't
have to stand in the way of a full
and active -life. And you're showing all of us just how far a man
or Woman can go if only they
have. the dedication and will."
Reallan -said the Olvm
- pic
athletes "niay.post faster time§
or lift heavier Weights. But
sports has less to do with things.
like times and weights than with
something very simple
the
human heart."
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Today: Continued warm
and mostly dry weather is expected Monday with only a
chance of scattered late-day,
thunderertorms possible.
Highs are expected to be in
'the 85 to 95 range. A low
tonight -in the 70s is
anticipated.
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Journal cites
computer use
in MSU dept.

Guest artist Bussey brings
wide range of experience
to local community theatre

An in-depth article in the May
1984 edition or "Engineering
Education" journal discusses
the use of computer assisted instruction in the engineering
technology courses at Murray
k
•State University.
Liz Bussey will be an Equity
sional and looks forward to
Authored by Murray State
theatre group in New York.
resident guest artist this sumworking in a regional theatre enfaculty Andrew C. Keine;- TB
She performed a variety of
mer
at
the
Murray-Calloway
vironment,"
he
added.
Begley, Marlin Greer and John
roles in Horse Cave Theatre proBussey will arritfe in July for a
County Community Theatre.
Mclaren. the article presents exductions and has been stage
five-week stay and will work
Her visit is made possible by a
periences of university students
manager in numerous theatres.
with Park on a variety of prorecent grant from the Communiand faculty with the integration
She
was ring mistress, organist,
jects.
Plans
call
ty-Arts
for
her
to
play
Development
division
of
of computer instruction.
and puppeteer for the Franzen
the part of Noah's wife in the
The Kentucky Arts Council.
Courses in the Department of
Brothers Circus.,
Playhouse's production of
'Liz brings a broad range of
Engineering Technology
She holds a B.A. in theatre and
theatrical experience and in"Noah" in August. In addition;
prepare students for careers
drama
from the University of
she
and
Park
will
tereSts
with
her
to
teach
Murray.
She
working with engineers, craftWisconsin and has had extensive
workshops on Acting, Imhas the ability to share with and
smen, designers and producers.
experience jn puppetry', inp ro visa tion, and stage
teach people of all ages," said
The. authors stated that recluding training in France and
_management.
her
former
co-worker,
Hal
Park,
.
quiring cdimputer programming
..
Lcindon:
She it a graduaie of-the
Originally
from
director
of
Murray's
'Pliyhouse
Wisconsin,
in engineering technology
three-year acting course of
Bussey lives now in New York
in the Park. Bussey was a
res "is hardly a new idea.
study at Webber Douglas
City. She has been director of
featured performer and assiswever, our experience .... sugAcademy in London.
Mb
tant
stage
Theatre
for
manager
at
Horse
Children,
White
such
•
of
using
gested ways
Bussey is a member of Actors'
River Junction, 'Velrecont. She
Cave Theatre when Park was
assignments effectively.
Equity
Association and. - the
has
also
zdeveloprnent
taght
director
and
stage
workshops:for
programthe-computer
-First.
American Federation of Televithe Irondale Ensemble, a highly
manager there.
Liz Bussey - resident guest artist
should meet the instructional obsion and Radio Artists.
"She is a consummate profejectives of the course, rather
than serve simply as a program
ming exercise."
Examples of the use of com
puter instruction include thosf
used in the basic circuits
courses. A computer program
was 'designed to offer graphic
are expected to be issued in the
cleaned up by a responsible parexplosive or combustible in corporate, federal, state and
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP enhancement of a Circuit assignnext three months, Shackelford
ty, not with state Superfund
local
money
has
already
been
materials and substances
-merit:- -provide automatic sc-orThe cost to clean up 782 aban-_
said.
money," Tiesler said.
spent
on
investigation
and
dangerous upon direct contact
doned hazardous waste sites
ing and "capitalize on students'
Shelby County with 238 has the
"Although the, state supervised
with the skinb‘according to the clehnup of 52 dumps in Tenlocated in 71 Tennessee counties
interest ificorriptiters." the artimost sites, followed by Hamilton
them, somebody else expended
nessee.
Only
19
of
the
sites
lilted
250-page report.
will be "astronomical," accorcle said.
County with 114, Davidson Countheir money and time."
According to Don Shackelford, in the report have been comAnother class uses a computer
ding to a state health official.
ty with 49, Anderson County with
Officials have issued orders so
pletely
cleaned
up
or
chief of the department's Superto allow students to determine
A report, prepared for the
47, Maury County with 38. A
far this year to 15 companies to
"contained."
Legislature by the state Depart- fund section, "a significant
'the costs of Verifies earthtotal of 71 of the state's 95 counsupply information about hazar"I think it's important that
moving operations. "If 6ie comment of Health and Environ- amount of money" will have to every one -of these
ties have dumps,the report said.
dous dumps and 15 more orders
sites
was
be spent to clean up the sites,
ment, has not found any of the
puter were not available, the
which range in size from a few
sites to be the cause of health
project could not be completed
yards across lb acres wide and
within the-, course framework 'problems in individualt, according to Tom Tiesler, director of include pits, ponds, lagoons,
because -of the time required ...
and students would not be able _ the departments Division of piles, abandoned manufacturing
facilities and warehouses.
to visualize the overall process . Solid Waster Management.
"It (the cost) is -going to be
Of estimating the cost Of the pro"In some cases, anxiety is
university. Reservalidns will be
ject including alternatives."' ' causing more problems than astronomical," Shackelford
amount includes the train fare
A trip to New Orleans and the
taken on a first come, first servThe authors concluded that ' any waste. I think we're really said. , •
World's.Fair is scheduled July
and the first night's lodging.
He added the Superfund,
fortunate in looking at some of
ed basis. Only 35 spaces are
the potential of the computer as
7-11 by the Alumni Association
The French Quarter is easily
teaching tool "is just beginnthe problems other states have which is composed of fees chakgavailable.
accessible from Tulane Univerof Murray State University.
Reservations should be made
had not to have had more severe ed to transporters and
.ng- to - be recognized. It it no
Plans for the trip were apsity by trolley for 60 cents. New
Longer reasonable to assume
problems than we've got," generators of hazardous waste,
proved by the associati6n's Ex-. Orient cab fare averages $5 to Immediately by calling the Ofwill be used to pay investigation
lice of Alumni Affairs, (502)
that the simple inclusion of disTiesler said.
ecutive Council on Saturday,
$6.
junctive program -writing
Each site is believed to con- and cleanup costs at sites where
The tour is open to all 762-3737, during the summer
June 16. Participants will stay in
work hours of 7 a.m. to 3:30
assignments is an acceptable
tain waste in any or all of five the dumpers cannot be iden-; New Orleans for four and onegraduates and former students
p.m., or visiting the office on the
categories - groundwater con- tified or forced to pay for the
solution to the computational
half days. Saturday through
and their guests, as well as
challenges facing our
tamination, surface water con- activity.
_Wednesday.
•
employees and don-ors to the fourth floor of Sparks Hall.
The report says $11.2 million
graduates.','
tamination„ air contamination,
The cost of $198 includes the
round-trip fare on Amtrak
passenger train, a two-day
World's Fair ticket, and lodgipg
Participants will stay in dOubleoccupancy, air-conditioned dormitory rooms at Tulane University. Special rates are available
for children under 12 or for
private, single rooms.
and as a volunteer with
At the June Board of Directors
The price, which is about oneChambers of-Commerce in three
meeting of the Marshall County
half current travel costs, is
cities, as well as Member-atChamber of Commerce three
available through the associanew directors were appointed. large of the Economic Develoption's group purchasing and acment Commission of the state of
They were Russ Badget, J.E.
cess to another university, said
Illinois.
Holt, and Jerry Farmer.
Donna Herndon, director of
Jerry Farmer is Production
Russ Badger is an Associate
alumni affairs.
Mgr., VCM Dept., of the B.F.
Realtor with the lyth Ryan
Participants will leave the
Real Estate firm in Aurora. He Goodrich Chemical Company in
Murray State campus by van to
Calvert City and will be
has accepted the chairmanship
Amon
departure
Fulton Where
representing BFa on the.
of the Public Relations Committrak is _scheduled at 2:22 a.m.
baoltefoundin
Charriber- 'Board. Tre—litis- aá
He
has
-tee.
arrival
at
with
Saturday, July 7:
degree in chemical engineering,
theatre, radio, television, adver12:45 p.m. the same day. Deparand has traveled extensively for
tising and promotion.'
ture is scheduled at 4:45 p.m.
BFG International in their
J.E. Holt, a retiree, is an
Wednesday, July 11, arriving in
foreign
licensing division.
the
member
in
Associate
Fulton at 2:37 a.m.
These appointees will be.comChamber. He was foticherly in
Amtrak requires tickets to be
pleting the terms of Lee
management with the
paid 14 days prior to departure.
Magnovox Corporation. He was Bearden, Mike Whitaker and
A deposit of $130 per person is
required by the association by' involved with industrial Faye Phillips, who have resigndevelopment with his company, ed due to other committments..
noon Thursday, June 21. The

(

----Vi

Tenn. faces big cost to clean up waste sites

Slated to arrive
• . in July

Alums offer trip to World's Fair

Marshall Co. chamber
names new directors

ci
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THE MEAT PEOPLE

AD GOOD MONDAY/TUESDAY JUNE 18-19

MIXED CUT UP

FRYERS

.39
LB

FRESH GROUND BEEF

P TT1E MIX

3 LB. OR MORE . ....IL

KEEBLER SOFT BATCH

48

COOKIES
BIG JOHN

SANDWICH BREAD
PEVELY FRUIT FLAVORED

DRINK

49
79

24 OZ.

GAL, JUG

EXTRA SAVINGS WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE
NO. 1 BONUS

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI
MT.. DEW
a PIC 14.0Z,

88

PLUS DEP.
WITH 1 FILLED
BONUS CERTIFICATE

NO. 2 BONUS
5 LB. BAG

SUGAR

81P

WITH 1 FILLED
BONUS CERTIFICATE

NO, 3 BONUS
GRADE 'A' MED.

EGGS

3

WITH 1 FILLED
BONUS CERTIFICATE

•
SUMMER CAMP BOUND - Six local girls will be attending the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association summer camp at Gilbertsville this week. The Calloway County Sheriff's Department is sponsoring the cast
of the camp. The.campers are (from left) Johnna Calhoon, Katrina Hargrove.gitlissylones, Melissa
Hicks, Kristina Jones and Tonya McReynolds. Representing the sheriff's department are (backt ran,
from left) deputies J.D. Williams and Scott Barrow.
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royko says

by mike royko

The primary's over
It was a messy end- to a messy Democratic
primary season. But it was an end. And Walter
Mondale won. It's time for Gary Hart to concede.
Monda4e4,--supporters, of course, have been
calling on Hart to drop out for months, and they
were then, as Hart said, premature. Convenient
as it might have been for the Democratic Party
to unite around one candidate early, the fact that
it didn't was hardly -Objectionable. It was, indeed, textbook democracy in action..
- Since the Iowa caucuses last February, a
small army of potential candidates was sorted
by the voters into two front contenders and a
third crusader in- it for the message he wants to
spread, rather than out of any expectation of
winning). And neither of them being far out of
*touch with what the party voters want, the decisicm finally comes down to a relatively close
decision between them, the winner of which most
of the participants can now be expected to support. That may not be neat, but it's participatory
- and pretty much how things;are supposed to
go.
What would be destructive is if Hart now tries,
as he's threatened, to go into "overtime" - turning a close game into a post-game riot. It's in
that situation that the voters, who can safely be
assumed to understand the vagaries of a closely
fought primary, would begin to see the whole
Democratic Party as out of control, with results
in November that would do no good for the party
or Gary Hart - or the country, which deserves a
clean choice between two different policy
'perspectives that will be vying in November.
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Thanks to jerks, city blues bluer
he knew he was a jerk, he didn't
care. Jerks seldom do.

I could see the man's swarthy
head poking above the hedge.and I
wondered Why he was standing
there.
There was more than enough
room to sit on the grass, where
others had spread their blankets as
they listened to the last evening of
music at Bluesfest in Chicago's
Grant Park bandshell.
Then something in the bush
glistened like a golden arch in the
rays of the setting sun, And I had an
answer to why the man was standing there.
"Oh, for Pete's.sake," was all I
could think to say.
The female person who was sharing the blanket gasped, thengiggled and said: "I can't believe it.
What a slob."
Others on the grass noticed him.
A young man, who was about as
near the bush as we were - maybe
10 feet away - angrily said: "Hey,
man, can't you find a washroom?"
The man in the bush just looked
at him slack-jawed. He blinked his
eyes slowly. Then he grinned. He
looked like he had consumed too
much beer. Which was probably
. why he was standing in, the bush
zelieving himself,: with a
pedestrian-filled sidewalk only a
few feet behind him and those of us
on the grass only a few feet in front
of him.
He stood there for a long time.
The angry man- on the other
blanket said: "Hey, you're a real
jerk, you know that?"
The man in the bush shrugged. If

Horse Heaven Hills
The Navy has decided not to dispose of its old
nuclear submarines by scuttling them offshore
in deep water. That's good.
The ocean is a grat receiver of waste from the
land. Rivers carry minerals and salts out to sea.
Cities like New York dump trash offshore by the
barge load. Coastal cities give primary .treattrient to their sewage, then pipe it through outfalls to coastal waters.
The ocean is an organic stew of growing and
decaying matter. No matter how it is poisoned. it
recovers its health and fertility.
But .nuClear waste is toxic in a, unique way. Its
radioactivity can last for centuries. The spent
reactor of'a nuclear submarine, even after its
urai4um fuel rods have been removed, contains
enou h residual radioactivity to poison the chain
of marine life.
In all probability. the Navy submarines could
have been disposed of at sea without any
noticeable effect. But there was a risk. And if. for
instance, subs were sunk off San Francisco and
Dungeness Crabs became radioactive, there
would be no way to recover the subs and make it
safe once again to serve crab cocktails on
Fishermen's Wharf.
So the Navy will cut up the old submarines and
ship the radioactive parts up the Columbia River
to Richland, Wash., where they can be safely
buried in the government's nuclear trash dump.
at the Hanford atomic works. It will be a more
expensive disposal method, but it will be safer.
As new Trident submarines join -the fleet, we
have agreed with the Soviet Union to dispose of
an old missile-firing submarine for every new
one that is commissioned. We are planning to
bait at least 11 Tridents. •
So there will be at least 11 submarine reactors
in the atomic graveyard just north of
Washington state's Horse Heaven Hills. Rest in
peace.

Finally, his deed done, he zipped
up and shuffled away.
All I could think to say was:
"That was the last straw. I think
I'm going to move to a suburb. No,
beyond the suburbs. To a farm. An
isolated farm. I've had it with the
slobs."
"Oh, there are always a certain
number of slobs at a thing like
this," my companion said.
Maybe she's right. ,But I've
become more and more convinced
that the slob and jerk population
has been, dramatically rising,
specially in the cities.
And at the same time, my
tolerance for jerks and slobs, never
high to begin with, has been sharply declining.
People should be able to sit on a
blanket in a city park in broad
daylight without some illiterate,
uncivilized bum urinating ten feet
from their heads. Is that asking for
too unreasonable a quality of urban
life?
In my neighborhood, summer
has 'turned the main shopping
street into an endless parade of
pimps, hookers, .dope-heads,
perverts, thieves and all-around
creeps and weirdos. Am I intolerant because when I walk to the
grocery store, I don't like being offered my choice of herpes, AIDS, a
toot, or a mugging?
During a break in the blues, I
talked for a while about,the type of

social rehab programs I would like
to see installed to teach better
manners to people who urinate in
bushes.
When I finished, my blanketcompanion said: "Wow. You know,
you sound like some kind of
fascist?"
Probably. Bu-t it was just
harmless fantasy. Given an opportunity, I doubt if I would do
anything more severe to the man
than drown him in a toilet bowl.
And what civilized city dweller
doesn't occasionally have fierce
fantasies when confronted by jerks
and slobs?
A couple of days ago, I was talking to a friend who lives on
Chicago's Near North Side. That
morning, he had stood on the
sidewalk outside of his home
waiting for his lift to a golf course.
Four young men sauntered up and
looked at his golf clubs.
"Hey, those look like real good
golf clubs," they said.
"They're OK," he said.
"I bet they cost a lot. Row much
-they cost?"
"Not much;" he said.
"How much? A thousand
dollars?"
He realized that they were not so
much impressed with the quality of
the persimmon woods as the potential resale value.
He pulled out the sand wedge and
held it like a billy club. Fortunately, his lift arrived before he had to
practice his blast shot on their

thick heads
"Imagine?' I almost got mugged
for my golf clubs at 9 o'clock in the
morning on a busy stree,t."
Of course I can imagine. Street
gangs now arm themselves with
croquet mallets_ Think of the
damage the insane idiots could inflict with a set of matching irons.
The blues music had resumed.
but I was soon distracted by threez\
young men sitting a few yards
my left. One of them was trying to
get the attention of some girls.
"Hey baby." he said. "We could
have a good .time. I mean you,
baby."
One of the girls finally favored
him with a bored, disgusted stare.
But he was not discouraged. He
just smiled and pointed at his
crotch.
"Don't call me a fascist again,"!
said to my companion.
'
A few minutes later. I heard a
Sound in the bushes behind me. I
turned and • said: "No. I don't
believe it."
•

'there was a guy. Another guy.
And, so help me. he was doing the
same thing that'the first guy had
done.
"That definitely is the last
straw," I yelled. "I'm moving to a
farm."
A few seconds later, the blanket
was folded and we were heading
toward Michigan Avenue.
Well, maybe it wasn't the last
straw. But the hay pile is getting
very, very small

heartline
Heartline- l a service. for senior
gItinflinS. Its purpoft is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartllne, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
HEARTLINE: Well, here I am
divorced after 31 years of marriage. I am 60 years old. My exhusband is 62 and has recently
started to receive his social security benefit. I had counted on receiving a wife's 'portion of his benefit
when I turned 62. However, our
divorce was very bitter for both of
Us, and he has said that he will not
allow me to draw any social security from his account, even if I am
qualified to receive one. He also
receives a pension from the company
he worked at for 30 years. Am
"How would I know if the Reagan campaign ads paint too rosy a picture... I hocked
I eligible to receive any of his
my TV to meet expenses."
el984 Copie• Neg. Sernce
social security or company pension? If so, how can I make him let
me have it? H.V.
ANSWER: First of all, let us
assure you that if you are eligible
Ten years ago -•
to receive benefits from his social
meeting of the Delta Department
this.frill.
A special section about Dairy
security record, you do not need his
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported at the Murray
Farmers and Dairy Industry is
permission, and the fact that you
Hospital include
'
-a girl to Mr. and
Don Cothran and Roy Cothran,
published-today.
draw a benefit from his record will
Mrs.
Richard
James.
brothers, finished first and second
, Victor Lee Litchfield, son of Mr.
in no way effect the amount of his
Joe Tarry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
respectively in the Jaycee Easter
and Mrs. Wallace Litchfield, is serbenefit. In fact. you could easily
Eugene .Tarry, accompanied his
Seal Golf Tournament at Henryving on the USS H.W. Gilmore
draw your benefit without his even
55-voice Yotith Choir of Rockford
Callowa
Recreati
County
y
onal
AS16, now on the Mediterranean
knowing about it.
Lane Baptist Church, Louisville. on
Center.
Sea.
Since you were married to your
a singing tour in West Kentucky
Billy W. P'Pool received- his
husband 10 years or longer, you are
last weekend.
Twenty years ago
medical degree from the Universieligible to receive divorced wife's
Officers of Grove 126 of the
Capt. Nelson N. Williams, Jr..
ty of Louisville School of Medicine.
benefits at the age of 62. However,
Supreme Forrest Woodmen Circle
son of Mr, and Mrs. Noah Williams.
He now is in training in ,New
you must be unmarried at the time
are Hazel Tutt, Carmen Horton.
Orleans, La
graduated June 12 from U.S. Air
you file for these benefits. When
Lavola Wyatt. Kathleen Patterson
Force Command and State College
The Rev. James W. Bruce is
you go to the social security office,
and Ruth Lassiter.
at Air University, Maxwell Air
associate pastor with the Rev.
three months before your 62nd birForce Base,- Ala. •
Gerald Hendley of First Assembly
thday. to file for divorced spouse's
Thirty years ago
of God Church at South 16th Street
benefits, you w411 need to take with
Miss Joyce Hargis, daughter' of
James Outland, son of Mr. and
and Glendale Road.
you the follorAng: your' birth cerMr. and Mrs. Henry Hargis, has
Mrs.
E.L.
Outland, was elected
Mr. and Mrs. Larrie Clark
tificate, a copy of the marriage
accepted a departmell-tal
vice president of the Kentucky
et.nted a musical program at a
license, a copy of the divorce
fellowship from the University of
Future Farmers of America at the
decree, your social security
Tennessee Department of Pharmeeting held at Louisville. He also
number and your ex-husband's
macology at Memphis. Tenn., for a
was named .as a district star
social
security number. summer trainee program. She will
farmer. He is a 1954 graduate of
But you are entitled to any porbe a senior at Murray State College
Murray Training School.
tion or your ex-husband's company
pension, except in those states with
The Murray Lions Club has conWRITE A LETTER - Letters
communi
ty-property or equitable.
tributed
$125
to
the Calloway CounBy Ken Moll
o the editor are welcomed and endistribution' laws where pension
ty Health Center and $125 to the
If, as we like to say. "beauty is in
couraged. All letters must be signare treated as income earned by
Murray Babe Ruth and Little
the eye of the beholder," is this-also
ed by the writer and the writer's
both husband and wife and may be
League Baseball Program.
true of ugliness, evil, sin and the
address and phone number must
the subject to division when they
B G. Hutchens, son of Mr. and.
like?
be included for verification. The
divorce. ( If no mention of the penMrs W'alter Hutchens. is serving
The Englishman John Selden. who
phone number will not be publishsion was made in your divorce
-on the flagship Ditcte with the
lived in the seventeenth century and
ed.
papers, consult with your atdied during the Puritan Revolution,
United States 'Navy
Letters should be typewritten
torney.) Hotvever. you should be
spent most of his life in a time when
and ouble-spaced if jassible_ata
aware that even in these states_you_
Miss Lochie Fay_.13.art,sia.ughtri:
_ _Pf011tt_Yfucciesi
hed -on
would tre-atrte-to collect a roftloh-OfmfMi.
and
ATTS7--iletrart
--Mugs bite lefnlateTa-ii&blasps
ITaft
of
era
inhemy r
,• t
terest. be
Murray. and Gene Landolt,, son of.
your husband's pension only while
Given this, it was brave of him
Editors reserve the right to conMr. and Mrs. Harold Landoll of
he is living; there would be no surto say: "Idolatry is in a man's own
vivor's benefit after his death.
Bonne Terre. Mo., ‘1•6re married.
dense or reject any letter and
thought, not in the opinion of
With the social security',
June 12 at Chester. Ill.
limit frequentwriters.
another." •
•
however, at this time you appear
ii. Grogan. Rudy Oury and Paul
Address correspondence to:
It
was
probably
equallyeligible for both divoreed;wife's
Butterworth of Calloway County
Editor, The Murray Ledger St
courageous Of him to say "Every
attended the 18th meeting of the
benefits at age 62 and widow's
man has his religion. We differ . Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
Kentucky League of Sportsmen at
benefits whenever you become
about trimMings."
Henderson.
widowed.
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Community el7ents are announced

#'

Monday. June 18
Murray Affiliate No.
10 of National Hairdressers will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Judy
Shere's Beauty Salon.
————
Free pap smear clinic
will be at Calloway
County Health Department. For an appointment call 753-3381.
Murray
- Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Lodge Hall.

•

Monthly
- potluck supper by Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will be held. For
information call
7t3-009., 762-3399.
753-7764, 753-5094o, or
753-7663.
————
Tennis Courts at Murray Country Club will be
closed.
— ———
Board of Directors of
Purchase Area Development District will meet
at 5 p.m. at office at
Mayfield.
Session of Swimming
Lessons will start at
Murray Country Club.
————

Monday,June 18
Junior Tennis is
scheduled at Murray
Country Club. For information call Sue
Overbey, 753-4644.
——— —
Guest swim day for 4
through sixth grade will
be at Oaks Country
Club.
——— —
Five-day program
designed to help .people
quit smoking will start
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. To preregister call 753-5131,
extension 338.
——— —
Tuesday, June 19
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at
church.
— — — —
.Retirees of Local 1068
UAW -AFL-CIO will
have a covered dish supper at 5:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
- ——
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from noon to 2 p.m. at

EVERY TUESDAY 5

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS
CMC
For ugho

ISO

,
ah

Tuesday. June 19
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
— — — —
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion- of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
— ———
Tennis courts at Murray Country Club will be
closed.
— ———
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Canoeing Class at
9 a.m. at Piney Campground.
-and
Honeysuckle Basket
Making from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
Center.
——— —
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
a luncheon at noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
————
Fun Day is scheduled
for third grade through
sixth grade at Oaks
Country Club.
————
Story hours will be at
10:30 a.m. for preschool
and 3:30 p.m. for schoolage children at
Calloway Public
Library.
4
Murray Maose....Lodge
Enrollment meeting
will be at 8 p.m. viith officers to meet at 7 p.m.

f)zrsri4
IN*1i 111113,-111 C000n—lo lit'

TACO JOHNS.
Across From MSU Stadium

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504, 753-4126.
753-8987 or 762-2667.
—— ——

DATEBOOK

Tuesday. June 19
First United
Methodist Church
Women will have
b
a
z
a
ar
workshop/potluck at 10
a.m. at church.
Clothes Closet for
families in need will be
open from 9 a.m. to noon
at First Baptist Church.
————
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeptace Family
Restaurant.
—— ——
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Murray Toastmasters
will meet at 6:59 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
— — — —
Open water scuba diving certification course
will start at 6 p.m. in
Room 106. Carr Health
Building, Murray State
University.
——— —
Wednesday,June 20
New Ccincord
Homemakers Club will
have a potluck picnic at
11 a.m. at Murray Calloway County Park.
—— ——
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by Senior
Citizens.
— — ——
Methodist Men of
First United Methodist
Church will have a dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m.
(('ont'd on page 16)

Sidney David Martin, CR Box 290, New Concord, received his Bachelor of Science in Aviation Technology in May commencement exercises at Purdue University. West Lafayette, Ind.
Another area graduate was Timothy Allen McCoy of Barlow who received his Master of
Science in Electrical Engineering.

REAL WINNER E

•
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YOU CAN BE A REAL
WINNER TOO!

11

Guarantee Your Weight Loss And Join The
Winning Team At Nutri/System
-Nutri/System was just for me. It happeried,ot a time
when I needed some reinforcement for myself image.
Everything was planned forme so that I didn't-have
to go to a lot of trouble with food preparation and
I knew I would be getting the right nutrients. I had
more energy and feel better than ever.
-;
sittt
' NI\

Dr. _James Carlin named
Dr. James B. Carlin, professor, Murray State
University, has been named a member of the
Travel. Interchange and Studytours Committee
of the International Reading Association. Corn-

•ENJOY DELICIOUS MEALS
•NEW BUDGET FOOD PROGRAM
*NO CONSTANTLY COUNTING CALORIES
•NO STRENUOUS EXERCISE
•NO DRUGS, NO INJECTIONS

Shirley Werts elected
president, local club
Mrs. Shirley Werts
was elected as president
of the Golden Age Club
at the meeting on May
25, at the First United
Methodist Church.
Elected as vice president was Mrs. Thelma
Parker. Also elected
were Mrs.. Naoma
Schwalm as secretary.
Mrs. Lottie Bowden as
treasurer and Paul
Kingins as chaplain_
Dr. Joe Baust,associate professor in
the College of Education,
at Murray State University, presented a
musical program.

1
pre4ent

Members
were Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Burgoyne, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Marose,
Mr. and .Mrs. Bob
Hopkins, Joe Gertzen,
Paul _ Kingins, Luther
PATks, Mrs.- Ruth
Bapker.: Mrs. Floy
Caldwell, Mrs. Lucille
Rollins, Mrs. Naoma
Schwalm and Mrs.
Modena Butterworth.
Guests present were
M.do Lovett. Dr._ Joe__
Baust, the Rev. Richard
Carruth and Mrs.
Priscilla Schanbacher.
The club will meet
Friday. June 22, in the
social hall of the First
United Methodist
Church.

ON EACH PROGRAM

Open Mondays 11:00-6:00 p.m.
Coll or stop by, „
We

Men will hear Dr. Umar
The Methodist Men of the, First United
Methodist Church will have a dinner meeting on
Wednesday, June 20, at 6:30 p.m. in the social
hall.of the church. Dr. Farouk Umar; professor
of political science at Murray State University,
will speak on the "Current Crisis in the Persian
Gulf" and other topics relating to the Middle
East. Reservations for the dinner should be
made by calling the church, 753-3812.

Club scedules picnic
The New Concord Homemakers Club will have
a picnic on Wedneiday. June 20, at 11 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Park. Each one should
bring a dish for the potluck meal. At the May
meeting at the home of Peggy Mitchell, the
lesson on "How Food Affects Your Health and
Nutrition" was presented by Simone Taylor.
Lessons for the coming year and a summer trip
were discussed.

Ray Brownfield,
retired vice president of
-People s Bank, related
another vivid story of
caring and sharing to
members of the Murray
Magazine Club on

Thursday, May 24, at
Holiday Inn.
On different dates in
The women of the Oaks Country Club will have
1982 and 1983, Mr.
a ladies day luncheon on Wednesday, June 20,
Brownfield was an
agricultural missionary with Paula Crouse and Evelyn Wallis as
to Chile. As a graduate chairmen of the hostesses. Reservations should
In agriculture at the be made by today (Monday). Other hostesses
University of Kentucky, will be Jennifer Crouse, Kay Latimer, Barbara
Doily Matinees
the speaker was Cothran, Janice Wilkins. Anna Lou Coleman,
privileged to teach a few Diana Jones, Sue Hutson, Grace James, Marlene
Cheri & Cine
of the 11 million people Beach, Virginia Galloway, Beverly Galloway,
All Seats $2.00
in
the South American Essie Caldwell, Martha Pitman, Margot McInExcept ludic's° Jones'
tosh, Becky Jones, Judy Kratzee, Renee Miller,
country.
Working through the Paula Keel, Doll Redick, Lou -Darnell, Kelly
Baptist churches, where Doran, and Helen Foley. Bridge with Shirley
Cute Clever.
Martin as hostess and golf with Ada Roberts as
Mischievous.
each
church elected a
Intelligent.
hostess
will be at 93O a.m. Wednesday.
Dangerous.
gardening council, the
STEVEN
natives were taught how
SPIELBERG
Presents
to raise gardens and
rabbits for food. In
PFC Herman Lane Lovett, Jr., was awarded
about 30 days, 12 or 15
the Bronze Star, fifth highest medal for valor in
different cities were
military operations, for his participation in the
visited with actual
invasion of Grenada in ceremonies at Fort
demonstrations by the
BraggloN.C., where he now is stationed. He also
Murray church and
received the Armed Forces Expeditionary
civic leader.
Medal and the Combat Patch. A paratrooper and
In preparation for the unit
supply specialist with the 82nd Airborne
work in Chile, Mr",
Division, Third Brigade, Lovett served in
Brownfield enrolled for
Grenada from Oct. 26 to Nov. 19, 1983. r
a course in gardening at
Lovett entered the Army on Sept. 1, 1982. comcontrol center 753-3314 the World Hunger Relief pleted basic and AIT training
at Fort Jackson,
Farm in Waco, Texas.
S.C., and jump school at Fort Benning. Ga. A
"One goes on such mis1980 graduate of Marshall County High School.
sions for the love of his
he is the son of Herman and Joan Lovett, Rt. 1,
fellow man," concluded
Benton. He is married to the former Laura
Mr. Brownfield after a
Morgan, daughter of Howard and Griselda
Cp. 11 eoverrtu,e. hes
question and answer
Morgan, Rt. 6, yurray.
:amp.'t must be
period.
Indust,e ;on,.
1 ,..
. HARRISON
He was introduced by
FORD
Mrs. Harry Sparks,
INDIANA JONES
and the Temple
chairman of the proThe Clothes Closet for families in need at the
- of Doom
gram committee.
First Baptist Church will be open each Tuesday
A devotion was given from 9 a.m. to noon during the summer nionths.
No Peoes•SorgolooDinovnt
by Mrs. J.I. Hosick. She, This is an outreach project of the Rachel Sunday
briefly discussed two School Class of the church.
1:50. 3:25. 7:00. 0t1141
excerpts from the book,
"ONOSTDINITIRSIMIll
Victory in the Valley of
*Sill Money
Life, by the Rev.
Mrs. Marge Hays, recently a resident of Mur*DOR Aykroyd
Charles L. Allen, author ray, is-now residing at 31937 Moss St., Lebanon,
of several inspirational Oregon 97355. While living here she was active in
books.
the Welcome"Wagon Club and the First Christian
Miss Frances Brown, Church.
JOIN THE
president, presided for
SEARCH
the business meeting.
-STAR
TRGICX
Minutes were read by
Mrs. Inez Claxton,
Marine Pvt. Mark A. Jackson, son of Bennie
THE SEARCH
secretary.
FOR SPOOC
and Betty Jackson, 1635 Miller Ave.. Murray,
A book will be placed has completed recruit training at the Marine
in the Calloway County Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island. S.C. During
chestnut st. 753-3314 Library
in honor of Mrs. the 11-week training cycle, he learned the bastes
Roselle Outland, Of battlefield survival. He was introduced to the
-honorary-member:- who— tyWAThaily.rfAitinelk.athaT::porienee dur- •
_died re.centlydn Laguna ing his enlistment and-Qhmiled the. ....v-!....AusaLaad
_
Hills, Calif.
professional standards traditionally exhibited by
ort:%5:IN %TIM? 5:45
The June 28 meeting
Marines.
•THRI THI Ka.•
will
be at the lakeside
Ja„ckson participated in an active phytical conGETTING IT OUT (X)
home of Mrs. John
ditioning program and gained proficiency in a
— Plus — •
Winter ar 2 p.m, ,Mr. variety of mintary skills, including first aid!, rifle
Naked Ar•
Winter will present a
The Cheaters
marksmanship and close order drill. Teamwork
program an Wedding and self-discipline were emphasized throughout
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH Music.
the training cycle.

Oaks women plan events

Lovett gets Bronze Star

..

d in the Dixieland Center in Murray, Ky.
(Behind the Shoe Barn
Next to Buckingham-Ray)

•••••14•111

H.O.P.E. ( Hypoglycemics of Paducah Encouraged) will meet Thursday. June 21, at 7 p.m.
in the library of Grace Episcopal Church,
820
Broadway, Paducah. All persons who have
hypoglycemia (low blood sugar) or anyone interested are welcome to attend. For informatio
n
call Marjorie Ledger-Thomas, 1-442-1712, or
Kay
Moore, 1-554-9681.

Clothes Closet open

r - ',

BRING A FRIEND AND SPLIT THE COST!

50
%
Locate

H.O.P.E. plans meeting

d

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE, NO-OBLIGATION CONSULTATION

SAVE

Memorial holding school
Vacation Bible School is in progress this week
at the Memorial Baptist Church. Classes for
three-year olds through sixth grade will be held
each day starting at 9 a.m. through Friday. June
22. Commencement will be Sunday. June 24, at 7
e public is invited to attend, a church
kesman said.

CHERI 3
MIIM112

TOILET HARVEY
Of MINMAY,

7
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An open water scuba diving certification
course will be offered at Murray State University. Students may register at the first class
meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday, June 19, in Room 106
of the Carr Health Building on the campus.
Subsequent class and pool meetings are scheduled from 6 to 9:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays for four weeks. The class will conclude with a check-out open water test.
Those who complete the course will earn national certification by the Professional Association of Diving Instructors. Students must provide
their own fins, masks and snorkels. All other
equipment and materials will be included in the
course cost. For inforniation call Ross Meloan,
762-6835, or Dale Bucy, 753-6811.

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Chib will play on Wednesday, June 20. The group
will meet at the club at 9 a.m. The lineup will be
as follows: Court One — Cathy Mattis, Renee
Wynn, Carol Waller and Annette Alexander;
Court Two — Alice Rouse, Martha Andrus,
Dianne Buekingham and Ann Uddberg; Court
Three — Vicky Holton. Kathy Kopperud, Jan
Seargent and Kay Ray; Court Pour — Cindy
Cohoon, Vickie Jones. Marilyn Germann and Annie Knight.

A potluck lunch was
• served at noon.

•

Scuba course planned

Tennis play Wednesday

••••
••••
••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•• nutr•ilsystem •••
• Magazine Club hears
•••
•
•• Mr. Brownfield speak
••
•
••
•
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a
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mittees will examine various aspects of
reading
education and the association's activities.
Their
work started at the close of the Association
's 29th
annual convention in May. The IRA
with 60,000
members worldwide, is a nonprofit
education
organization deVoten to the improveme
nt of
reading instruction and promotion of the
lifetime
reading habit.

Martin gets degree
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Mrs. Hays in Oregon
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Jackson finishes training
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Schrader-Moody wedding planned
Miss Kristina Marie
(Tina) Schrader and
Jeffrey Wayne Moody
will be married Saturday, June 30, at 6 p.m. at
the Puryear Baptist
Church, Puryear, Tenn.
A reception will follow
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
API friends and
relatives are Invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene L. Schrader
of South Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lenard Cotham of
Paris, Tenn., the late
Ben Pinkston, Mr. p.nd
Mrs. C.W. Austin of
Lakeland, Fla., and the
late,George Schrader.
Miss Schrader is a
1983 graduate of Henry
County High School,
Paris, Tenn. She is
employed by the Paris
Sonic Drive-In.
The groom-elect is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy F. Moody of Puryear,
Tenn.
His grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Garland of Almo and
Mr. and Mrs. Goble
Moody of Murray.
•
Mr. M6ody is a 1978
graduate of Henry1
.
County High School. He
Is employed at EMerson
Electric, Paris, Tenn.
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Gene L.
Schrader of Hazel will
celebrate their silver
anniverary on Sunday.
June 24.
A_ reception will be
from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
Puryear Baptist
Church, Puryear, Tenn.
Hosting the ever* will
be their three
daughters. Miss Jamie
Schrader of Wirray,
Miss Tina Schrader of
Hazel and Mrs. Roger
(Rhonda) Underwood of
Puryear . and their•
families.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. The family .requests guests not bring
gifts.
Mrs. Schrader, the
former Faye Pinkston,
is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lenard
Cotham of Paris, Tenn.,
and the late Ben H.
Pinkston.
Mr.- Schrader is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
C.W. Austin of
Lakeland, Fla., and the
late George Schrader.

Kristina Alaric(Tina),clinicici*
will niarry.fetIrcv
111(2 .11()0(11.
.11r. ;141(1 .11rs. Gc'nc. I.. Schracicr

Paul Revere remembered on Fathers Day for,16 children
-T

BOSTON )AP ) —
Paul Rev_ere is
remembered for his
midnight ride while
George Washington was
tagged, the father of his
country. But Revere
was.a pretty fair father
himself. having 16
children he called
"lambs" and raising
them in a "happy and.
affectionate" home.
"As far as we know,
he was a good father,"
said Edith Steblecki, a
researcher and guide at
Revere's preserved

home in Boston's North .May 19, 17811. Revere his business to join the
End. "It was very affec- wrote: "Since my last movement that launchtionate ,to call his letter to you, I have lost ed the Revolutionary
children lambs.—. •
` one of the ,finest Boys War, lived in•the house
_Revere had six boys that was ever born, two in the North End from
and 10 girls with two years and three-months- the age of 35 to 65. He
wives over 30 years, old„named John... whom died in 1818 at 83...
although there were I named for you,
A succ-ess'ful
never more than seven
"I now begin to think I businestman. Revere is
"children under the shall .have no more best known for the midRevere roof at onetime. children."
night horseback ride. he
Five died in their first
But a year later, .took April 18, 1775, to
four years, Ms. Revere's wife Rachel warn residents of LexSteblecki said, gave birth to his final ington and Concord of
tragedies that apparent- child, another son nam- an impending raid by
ly weighed heavily on ed John who lived to age British troops.
Revere's spirit.
60, Ms. Steblecki said.
He moved into the
In a note to his cousin
Revere, a goldsmith four-bedroom, wooden
John in France, dated who took time off from Tudor-style house in

1770, an "old ..house
when he bought it," and
sold it in 1800, the
historian said.
One example suggesting Rev re was a
devoted father came
during a smallpox
epidemic in 1764.
"He refused to send
his 'lambs' to the pest
house," where people
with the contagious
disease often were sent
to isolate them, Ms.
Steblecki said. "The
chances of kids dying
there was much
greater."

Instead. she said, "He
quarantined them at
home."
Ms. Steblecki says she
expected about 100 people an hour to pass
through the Revere
Home on Father's Day.
Visitors invariably take
informanotice of the.
tion about Revere's
children.
"They say all kinds of
things." she said. The
usual fesponse. she
Said, is: "Oh my God.
did he really have 16
children?"

COB]]is-Spalding

vows solemnized
dtT, 1;y.
-- Steve yoliins, the
on of I ;ov..Nlartha Layne t'ollins. was inarried
Saturday during t lo-ininkate eremonv
the
ejlovernor's Mansion in Frankiort
He married Diana Spalding, a No‘‘ Haven
native who worked as a student 'teacher in
4exington.
The ceremony was held at the 'steps of the
mansior as several himdred gtit,gts toolrett
A
reception was held at a large tent on the mansion
grounds.
t Mrs. dollins attended &swell as L.S Sen
Wendell Ford and several other state officials

•

East, North and Southwest Schools release honor rolls
The honor rolls for the
three Calloway Elementary Schools have been

released by East, Bob
Allen, principal, North,
James Feltner, prin-

Two teachers are
named at schools
The Mayfield-Graves
County Chamber of
Commerce recentlyri
honored the Starr
Students of Graves,
County with a banquet
at DeVanti's in
Mayfield.
Each star-student
came with the teacher
he or she thought helped
them the most
throughout their high
school years. The
awards were presented
by Congressman Carroll
Hubbard.
Two residents of
Calloway County were
honored as Star Teachers during the
banquet.
* Mrs. Linda Kay
Nanney, history and accounting teacher for the

past 14 years at Lowes
High School, and
* Mcs. Ruth Smith,
science teacher at Fancy Farm, were the two
Calloway teachers.
Mrs. Nanney
graduated from Murray;
State University in 1970,
received her Master of
Arts in 1976 and will
finish her Rank I next
spring. Her star-student
was Jonathan Neihoff.
Mrs. Smith graduated
from Murray State
University, received her
Master of Arts from the
University of Kentucky
and her Rank I from
Murray State. She has
taught for 16 years. Her
star-student was Jenn if e r Skinner
Champion.

cipalf and Southwest, McClard, Kerri Pear- Brian Smith.
Waiters, Lo_ren
Ray Dunn, principal, as son, Tracy Ross, Brook
Wisehart, Mike, Wood
Grade Six
follows:
Scarbrough, April
Leslie Banks, Scott and Todd Wyant.
Boswell, LaDal,vn Cook, Buchanan, Craig ColMonica Evans, Shelly lins, Lisa Culver, Terri
SOUTHWEST
EAST
Howell,
Sixth Grade
Dick,
Kristi
Graham,
Six Weeks
P.J. Luciano, Wendy, Beth Haley, Amy Helm,
Six weeks
Grade Five
•
Smotherman, Rachelle- Jennifer Jones,
All As
Rachelle Bandarra, Bandara,
Lynn Boaz,
Brad Gallimore, Jon
Paul
Lamb,
Angie
Lynn Boaz, Pam Bucy,
Pam Bucy, Lonnie Miller, Dawn Sledd, Rose and Jaffna Wilson.
Shelly Hasty, Laura
Gatlin, Shelly Hasty, Kristy Starks, Julie
As and Bs
Lovett, Daniel Cohen,
Jay Housden and Patty Tucker, Tracy Walters
Chad Azbell, Valerie
Ryan Dawson, Brian
Nichy.
Barrett, Clint Diers,
and Loren Wisehart.
McClard, Tracy Ross,
Kriesta Gaines, Will
,
Semester
April Boswell, Julie
- Grade Six
Gentry, Brescia Huie,
Grade Five
Carpenter, LaDawn
Tammy Edmonson,
Roger Hutson, Marty
Charity
Anderson,
Cook, Shelly Howell, Darby Futrell, Beth
Johnson,
P.J. Luciano, Wendy Henninger, Regina Joey Bazzell, Ed ChapShelley Leopard, Eric
man,
Kevin
Cleaver,
Smotherman and Kern
Kimbro, Kim Mann,
LaDonna Duncan, Jeff Mitchell, Andy
Pearson.
Traci Walker, Scotty
Rickman, Kim Shelton,
Enoch,
Gray, Robyn Meador,
Ray Lynn Ferinell, Jason Sims, Lee Ann
Grade Six
Kim Moore, Robert Orr,
Aleshia Griffin, Bryan Wheeler and Chad
Chris Black, Beth
Lori Roberts, Ray
Hosford, Dale Mc- Woods.
Henninger, Regina Roberfs, Mike
Wilson, Calfon, Amanda
Semester
Pierce
Kimbro, Kim Mann,
Randy Hansen, Stacey
All As
and Crystal Stallons.
Traci Walker, Joey Sills,
Jason Spiceland,
Valerie Barrett, Brad
Grade Six
Baust, Chris Hale, Michelle
Stubblefield,
Scott Buchanan, Gallimore and Jon
Robyn Meador, Kim Kathy
Wilson and Mark Craig
Collins, Andrea Rose.
Moore,
Sallin.
All As and Bs
Crick, Lisa Culver,
Robert Orr, Lori
Chad Azbell. 'Clint
Terri Dick, Leigh Ann
Roberts, Ray Roberts.
——— —
Furr, Kristi GPraham, Diers. Kriesta Gaines,
Randy Hansen, Mark
Brescia Buie. Roger,
NORTH
Penny Green,
Sallin, Jason Spiceland,
Six Weeks
Beth Haley, Angie Hutson. Marty Johnson,
Michelle Stubblefield
Grade Five
Haywood, Amy Helm,--/Shelley Leopard,
and Kathy Wilson, all
Charity Anderson, ,Mike Hopkins, Jennifer Christel Linsman,
As.
Eric Mitchell, Ahdy
Joey Bazzell, Stefanie Jones, Paul Lamb, Matt
Semester
Rickman, Kim Shelton.
Borders, Ed Chapman, Maness, Alan Miller,
Grade Five
Jeff Enoch, Ray Lynn
Angie ;Miller, Dawn Jason Sims, Lee Ann
Yancy Burkeen, Fennel, Aleshia Griffin,. Sled& Kristy Starks, Wheeler, Janne. Wilson
Daniel Cohen, Brian Dale McCallos and Julie Tucker, Tracy and Chad Woods.

A Picnic Of
Values For Our
June Clearance!

Savings from 1/3 to ',/2 off
Entire Stock of Spring and Summer Clothing
Tr/117.4:
tr.

Featufing
An Ocean
Full Of
New Meals
Like Our
Tender
Polynesian
Chicken Or
Our New
Gourmet
amburgers

0-

—Don't Forget —
Friday & Saturday
, Seafood Buffet
A mou t h ....)terow or,
ot. US seafood
select.ons fresh from the 4tolf Inz.neles
towel bur un OM trOu C oh eof buffet

310 95

Seven Seas
; Restaurant
Highway 641 North
753-4141

China, Crystal,
Pottery and
Silverware
COSIIA74Chtstrw,t4

ply Vag
4111411111

Come On By And
See Our New Menu

•Jewelery
•Tops
•Blouses
'
Shirts

*Skirts
* Pants
*Suits
'
Socks

•

_

.1
-

•Swimwear
'
Dresses
'
Handbags
•Coordinated

•Sh3rts
•Sundresses
'Mini Skirts
Sportswear

20%

Off

All Ultima II

/
12

Off
,

$ 1O

Rack of
Summer Tops A

X
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Douglas-Clayton wedding, June 30 Buice-Lohec vows said at church
The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Dottie' Lynn
Douglas to Bruce Lee
Clayton has been asnounced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Douglas, Sr., of Memphis, Tenn.
Miss Douglas received her ,Bachelor of
Science 'degree from
Memphis State University where she was an
elementary education
major.
She has been teaching
for the past year in the
Memphis School
System.
Mr. Clayton is the son
of Nfr. and Mrs. James
D. Clayton, 1304 Olive
Blvd., Murray.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Ti1111W1
Clayton and of Mrs.
Mary Brisendine and
the late Lee Brisendine,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.
The groom -elect
received his Bachelor of
Arts degree from David
Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., and
the Master of Theology
degree from Harding
University with special
research in Biblical
Studies at the University of Chicago.
He is campus minister
at the Hill Crest Church
of Christ in Abilene,
Texas.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,June 3eat 2 p.m. at
the W-hite Station
Church Of Christ, Memphis. Tenn.

Miss Amanda Kay
Buice and Harrold
Laurence (Larry)
Lohec were married in a
anti-bellum stype
ceremony on Saturday.
April 28, at 2 p.m. at the
First Methodist Church
of Judsonia, Ark.
The ceremony was
performed by Dr.
Robert Cupp, pastor of
the Bentonvilie Bible
Chutch, and former
youth pastor of the
University Baptist
Church of Fayetteville,
Ark. The service was a
threefold ceremony cow
sisting of the challenge
and prake itt the foot of
the chancel, the vows on
the chancel and the
prayers at the alter.
Nuptial music was
presented -by Bess
Browning, organist,‘and
Carolght`upp, soloi t.
Ascending the altar to
the chancel were brass
urns holding fresh
flower arrangements of
rebruim lilies,
alstrameria, and
gladioli in shades of
pinks. Illuminating the
chancel were seven
bran.ch ca.ndlelahra
trees, holding rose color e d candles and
decorated with rosebuds
nestled in grape leaves,
Mrs. Harrold Laurence (Larry) Lohec
accented with burgundy
Dottie Lynn Douglasand rose bows and white with sequins and pearls, of
love and thanks as and ribbons on top of
doves.
Her heirloom headpiece she,. came down the each layer. and a bisque
and Bruce Lee Clayton
The brass'
'archway was. of ivory orange aisle.
. bride and groom
and
kneeling
bench blossoms, hugging the
plan.wedding at church
The bride's- grand- statuette atop the cake.
we
decorated in a head with an iridescent mether,
Mrs. Effie HollOn the groom's table
similar fashion. The crystal crown..
ingsworth, wore a rose. was a chocolate cake
family pews were mark,Her three tiered,- colored-suit and a cor- decorated with frtsted
ed with rose bows and scalloped veil -was .sage
of pink rosebuds.
fruits.
the remaining pews embellished with rose
The groom
Guests were also servwith burgundy bows.
motifs, pearls, and se- 'The groom is the son ed punch: coffee, nuts.
.
The bride
•
quinS. The third tier was of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph and mints. Crystal
apThe bride was a chapel length veil, Lohec
of Houston, pointsments were used
The women of the
Tee No. 4A — Betty drich, Rowena Cullom announced the following escorted to the altar by
detachable for the Texas. He wore'a char- to serve and decorate. "
Murray Country Club Stewart.:Evelyn Jones and Martha Sue Ryan.
winners:
her father, and given in reception.
coal gray cutaway tuxThe guest register
will play golf on Toni Hopson and
Tee No. 7B — Barbara
Championship flight marriage by her mother
In addition to .her edo, with white wing tip- was attended by Sandra
Wednesday, June 20, at Cathryn Garrott.
Stacey. Eulene Robin- — two-way tie for first, and father. She is the
pearls, the brides ped shirt and striped Goodwin of-- Judsonia.
9:30 a.m. Molly Booth - Tee No. 4B — Judy- s o n
Elizabeth Betty Jo Purdom and daughter of Mrs. jewelry
consisted of her ascot.- His boutonniere Ark. The servers were
will be hostess.
Latimer, Pam Mavity. Slusmeyer and Alice Jerlene Sullivan.
Mildred Hollingsworth engagement ring and a
was a pink rosebud and Lexie Lawrence and
Anyone not listed who Carita Lamb and Diane Purdom.
First flight — Tynes of Murray, Ky., pair of diamond earr- rubriurk
lily with an ivy Becky Williams of Judwould like to play 4hould Villanova.
• Tee No. 8A — Chris Madelyn Lamb. first, and Jack Paul Buice of ings,
a wedding gift of leaf backing.
sonia. Ark., and Rita
call Mrs. Booth to be
Tee No.. 5A — Sue Graham, Eddie Male and Louise Lamb, Judsonia, Ark.
the groom.
Al Campbell of Hodges and Barbara
placed . in the lineup. Brown,. Polly Seale. Outland. Mary Bell second..
The bride wore for her
She- carried - a large Houston, Texas, was Well
9f Memphis.
Anyone listed who -Will Edith Garrison and Overbey and Frances
wedding
an heirloom cascading bouquet best man. Calvin
Second
flight
two—
Tenn.
Allen
All
_ ,bs-iniable to play also is Louise Lamb.
are cousins of
Parker.
gown of white chantilly featuring a magnolia of
--t asked
Little Rock, Ark., was the bride.
the call the golf
Tee No. 5B —
Tee No. 8B — Sherry way tie for first, Mary lace. The full hooped blossom surrounded
by the groomsman. James
The wedding and
hostess.
Margaret Shuffett, Gibbs, Ethelene Mc- Frances Bell and Jane skirt fell from a single
gardenias
-and
white
Fitch.
Schrand of Judsonia, reception were directed
The lineup is as Virginia Schwettman, Callon. Janet Wallis and
Third flight — point fitted waist featur- rose buds and framed Ark., cousin of the by Claudia Walmsley,
follows:
Rebecca Irvan and Pat Claypool.
ing layers of lace ruffles with magnolia leaves,
bride, served as usher.
Frances
Parker. first.
cousin of the bride. Mrs.
Tee No. 1 — Molly Madelyn Lamb.
Tee No. 9A — Debbie
amidst panels of lace. It
Mrs. Nancy-Campbell
The men's tuxedos Walmsley also.did the
Martha
and
Ryan.
Sue
Booth, Norma Frank
Tee No. 6A — Nancy Jones, Donna Tate, Norwas adorned p.4th irides- Miles of Tulsa, Okla., were similar
to the decorating of the church
and LaVerne Ryan.
Haverstock. Jane Fitch, ma Workman and Billie second.
cent sequiis and seed served as matron of groom's in
style
and and parlor.
Tee No. 2 —' Mary Betty Scott and Mary Carroll.
Fourth flight — pearls,, flowing into a honor. Miss
Holly Ter- were in the same colors.
The spent their honeyBogard. Betty Jo Pur- Frances Bell.
Tee No 9B — Frances Frances Richey, first, chapel train. The bodice rell of Dallas,
Texas, Their boutonnieres were moon in Oches Rios,
dom,Frances Hulse and
Tee NO. 6B — Freda Richey, Mug Rigsby. and
Eddie Mae was fashioned into a was maid of honor.
pink rosebuds upon ivy Jamaica. Their perrnaJerlene Sullivan.
Steely. Ve Severns, Mary Bazzell and Jen- Outland, second.
sabrina neckline framThe attendants were leaves.
nent residence is in
Tee No. 3 — Betty Billie Cohoon and Peggy nie Hutson.
Low putts - two-way ing her antique pearl dressed in
southern
Dal and Chris Clear Lake, Texas,
Lowry, Veneta •Sexton, Shoemaker.
Winners
. tie between Barbara necklace. The bodice belle
styled dresses of Walmsley, cousins of where they wiillbe returInus Orr and Faira
Tee No. 7A — Linda
Sherxy Gibbs, golf Stacey, and _Sherry And_long.pointed_sleeves
organza.- They were - -the bride, Served as can- ning after an extended
' Alexander:
Alexander, Nancy Fan- hostess for June 13, has Gibbs were of 'lace adorned fashioned into an off- die lighters.
They were stay in Florida.,
.
,
the-shoulder, ruffled dressed .in matching Rehearsal dinner
bodice with full skirts. grey suits with boutonThe rehearsal dinner
The - matron of _ honor nieres of miniature pink was catered in the home * * * * *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST,* * * * *PRICES GrOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAS1*
wore deep cranberry -carnations.
of Mrs. Sue Wiseman
and the maid of honor
Reception
located in Searcy: Ark.
wore dusty, rose.
Lynn Grove
The reception follow- The wedding party and
; They carried lace fass ed in the church parlor. out of town guests atLarge
1 .
Monday
decorated with cornThe tables were t ende d - the buffet
plementing flowers Of covered with white dinner.
Thru
.
cranberry. rose and cloths and accented
The bride wore her
Saturday
44'1
pink. The matron of with draped burgundy engagement dress _for
DOz.
8-7
honor wore a matching runners and rose bows. the occasion, a pink
cranberry comb in her
The bride's cake was ballet length dress with
hair.
a three tiered layer white lace overlay. The
The bride's mother Italian cream cake with bride's mother wore a
lb'MI
Prices Good While Supplys Last!
chose a floor-length columns and staircases -pink -Season suit with
cream dress with mat- descending to two cakes matching accessories.
ching long lace jacket on each side. The cakes
Totino
Hormel
Turner
Bridal events
Hormel
for the 'wedding. Her were decorated with
A tea was given for
corsage was of burgun- bur gun dy icin g the bride by Mrs. Irene
dy roses. The bride also rosebuds around the Woods and Mrs.
Sue
/
1 2 Gal.
Assorted Variety
presented her with a base of the cakes, fresh Sammons of Murray,
pink rosebud as a token flower arrangements Ky., at the Woods' home
30z. Can
5 Oz. Can
which was decorated
thivu-gb-iiiit with the
When you're sick or hurt,you bride's colors. The
deserve some old-fashioned guests were served petit
fours and punch, along
personal attention...
with mints and nuts.
Smuckers Grape Jelly 2 Lb. 99'
Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.29
Check with State Farm for a health,insUrance program
The gifts were.displayed
martitittright.for Vou:
in, an antique filled
bedroom while the
Yellow
Reelfoot
lane Rogers
Nunn Better
Northern
guests visited in a Vic753-9627
torian living room.
201 S. 6th
A luncheon buffet was
given
for the bride and
1 Lb.
.. a
12 Oz.
5 Lb.
4 Roll Pkg.
groom by their friends
Personal Health Insurance
and co-workers in
the Slate Farm
Like a good
Jacksonville, Fla. The
neighbor
State Farm Is there
buffet was held in the
banquet room of the
Holiday Inn.
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Murray Country .Club ladies plan- golf play

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

D&T
Warehouse Foods
Pizza

Ice Milk

f
Pr
an

Mi
Wi

th;
fa
sa1
7
we
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w
un
fro

Eggs

Potted
Meat

Vienna
, Sausage

$ 1°9 4/$11 490

96

Onions

Bacon

Flour

Tissue

-

444 ••••

190 $ 1 29 990 690

Vernors Ginger-Ale 6 Pk. Throw

Away

51.62

.1,Coca-Cola, Diet

Coke, Pepsi, Mt. Dew
Mello Yello
or Diet Pepsi

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

P1

___•-- .-

Plus Deposit
.

•...10••••••• .••••••••r•CC...,

ehl,nonigpr ••••••

•:441411-4001,‘"4:41.,

R
, .C., R.C. 100

Tea

8 Pk. 16 Oz. Bottle

orSund

4
rop-p

'

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
_
Special
•
Tues., Wed., Thurs. June 19, 2O21

--21-Piece-Shritt
0 Dinner-43P5"
(Rol/Wady 4.951

, -Plus Deposit
.

t
Sweepstake Tuna 6 Oz. 49'
- Mr. Juicy Fruit Drink 81'1
_
*** *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* PRICES
GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* * * *

,

Includes 21 Shrin)p, hushpuppies,
onion ring
s, french fries and law-

•
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.
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M

Lipton

1 49
i
__ $_ _ 69 S

Deposit '

S7

Page Paper Towels Roll 49'

24 Ct.

---

41‘

Off Hw . 121

Owners Louie and Sae Williams
Located approximately.
South 15 miles south of Murra .

436-5 96
-
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Screens reduce radiation exposure at 4MCCH
The radiation level to
which Murray-Calloway
County Hospital patients and workers are
exposed has been
dramatically reduced
by the installation of
newly developed "Quan. 3 Rare Earth
t9
Screens," in all its x-ray
equipment.
The amount of radiation used in x-ray examinations prior to the
installation of the
screens was small and

the chance that the xrays would cause
niedical problems was
very low: however, for
safety of patients
receiving x-rays, a
lower radiation exposure ,is always
desirable.
Since the installation
of these rare earth
screens developed by
DuPont Chemical Company, there has been a
47 percent reduction in
the already low amount

of radiation to which a by approximately
50
patient at MCCH is ex- percent, he said. He also
posed, according to points out that
this not
Terry Tatlock, chief only reduce "wear
s
and
radiology technologist. tear" on the hospita
l's
This reduction is possi- x-ray equipment
but
ble because the new also significan
tly
screeps need less radia- reduces the energy
retion to leave an image quired to activa
te the
on the photographic screens.
film.
! The change will also
Because the new save the hospi
tal
screens create the money, he added,
in xphotographic image ray film cost. By
using
faster, exposure time the faster screen
s, it is
has also been reduced possible to use less
a
ex-

pensive film, resulting
A pair of 14-by-17 inch
in an additional cost chest x-ray screens and
reduction of approx- a cassette of the new
imately 10 percent.
type, he said, has a curWhen an x-ray film is rent retail list value of
exposed, Tatlock ex- $359.95 and an expected
plained, one of the life span of from eight to
screens is in front of the ten years.
film and another behind
Radiation remains a
it. When the radiation concern for hospital
strikes them, they light workers and patients._
up, transferring the im- Technicians wear film
age to the film. This pro- badges that, when process is both faster and cessed at the end of a
brighter with the new month, indicate the
screens he said.
amount of radiation to
The hospital techni- which the person was
cians have been exposed, Tatlock
designated by the Du- explained.
Pont developers to
All x-ray equipment,
evaluate the new he went on to say, is also
screens over a three- checked annually by a
year period with no radiation physicist bascharge being made for ed in Lexington. to be
newspaper Al their use. Tatlock went sure correct doseag
e
Gomhouria quoted on to point out that the levels are not exceeded.
Terry Tatlock, MCCH's chief radiology
unidentified sources in retail value of DuPont Both of these protechno
logist, demonstrates the proper use of x'its early editions today cassettes and rare earth cedures are part of the
ray film with the new "rare earth" screens,
As _saying the Iranians screens for the number department's routin
now
e
being used to dramatically reduce the amoun
had sought asylum. of machines in the x-ray quality control
t of
radiation to which patients and workers
are exThen, in its final edi- department is $18,000.
-program.
posed-in the imaging-of part of the body.
tions, the paper said,
"None of the passengers
on the plane requested
Fraaces Drake= TUESDAY, JUNE 19, 1984
asylum in Egypt but
they said they opposed
What kind of day will tomorinvestments seem blessed tohonest with each other.
row be? To find out what the
the regime of (Iranian
day.
AQUARIUS
stars say, read the forecast
leader Ayotollah
VIRGO
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
given for your birth sign.
Ruhollah) Khomeini."
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You discover new things
The financial
ARIES
picture
about a loved one that are to
Iran broke off
brightens. Partnership accord
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr
your liking, though another
diplomatic relations
is assured, but you may feel
A touch of secrecy insures
flirtation is not nearly as prowith Egypt shortly after
let down by a friend later in
business success. Don't conmising.
the March 1981 signing
the day.
fide in a nosy friend. Feelings
PISCES
LIBRA
of the Egyptian-Israeli
of love now grow deeper.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22) —
peace treaty.
TAURUS
Don't be unconventional in
Efforts to improve income
(Apr,20 to May 20)
career. Friends and loved
or career prospects get the
Accept a lovely travel inones are lucky for you now,
green
light now. A
vitation. Collaborative efforts
though there's one bad apple
misunderstanding occurs at
pay off, especially in business.
later in the day.
home.
An insincere type May ask for
money.
SCORPIO
.
GEMINI
(Oct. 22 to Nov.21) nle
• noi
r( May 21 to June 20)
Take the lead in planning
YOU BORN TODAY are
fun for all! A short holiday trip
Initiative combines with
A state police
vetsati
lei...but you tend to
self-discipline to bring- a mamay be in order. Don't be
helicopter was aiding
specialize. You're an injor career success. Romance
gullible in communications
state and local police
dividualist, but sometimes
goes well, but watch
after dark.
from Trenton and suryou prefer working behind the
unrealistic expectations.
SAGITTARIUS
4,
440
rounding comnaunities
scenes. You have an excellent
CANCER
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
in New Jersey and
head for politics and will also
(June 21 toJuly 221
You'ye established a closesucceed in law, writing,
Pennsylvania.
You can qpunt on another's
knit group of friends. A shoppmusic, acting and religion.
loyalty. OpTions for happy
ing bonanza for the home is all
You're a good moneymaker,
leisure times are plentiful.
right, but be careful in
but may prefer the arts and
"We're finding
Romance is doubtful after
monetary dealings after dark.
professions to business. You
clothing now on nearby
dark.
CAPRICORN
belong in some field in which
streets) so it's a
LEO
(Dec.22 to Jan.19)
you can use your fine intellect.
possibility that they
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4f24iCk
Higher-ups appreciate your
Birth date of: Duchess of
changed" from their
An infatuation at work-is not
loyalty. Happy news comes
Windsor; Guy Lombardo,
white uniforms, Stuck
to be encouraged. Matters
'
now. You'll hear from a
band leader; and Malcolm
said.
pertaining to real estate and
friend. Partners need to be
McDowell,actor.

Plane hijacked by Iranian defectors
spends night at military air base
CAIRO, Egypt (AP
— Eight Iranian defectors who flew across the
Middle East in an twinengine plane spent the
night at a military air
base in Luxor while cont r a di c tory reports
emerged today on
whether they will be
allowed to stay. •

An air traffic controller at the Luxor airport, 450 miles sout of
Cairo, said today that
the Iraniaaavy plane
remained on the runway
of a military air base
some distance from the
civilian airport's te-rminal building.
"The plane is ski
here but we do not know
The plane, which what is going to happen
refueled in the Persian next," Aly Abdel-Razek,
Gulf island nation of duty officer at the Luxor
Bahrain, but was forced airport control tower,
to fly on Friday, was not told The Associated
allowed to land in Saudi Press by telephone.
Arabia, and only came
A Cairo air traffic
down in Egypt because control official, speakthe pilot said he was out ing on condition that he
of fuel.
not be identified, told

the AP on Friday that
the Iranians — five
military officers and
three civilians — had requested political
asylum.
But government officials -declined to comment on that, and the
state-run Middle East
News Agency denied it
Friday night.
-The Iranians are
seeking political
asylum," said the Cairo
official, who was on duty and privy to,. radio
contacts and negotiations with the defectors
as the turboprop
Fokker-27 was landing.
The state-owned Cairo,

Your Individual Horoscope

Five inmates escape- New Jersey
prison; two immediately recaptured
TRENTON. N.J. tAP
— Five inmates escaped
from Trenton State
Prison
.• this morning.
and two were immediately recaptured
within several blocks of
the maximum-security
facility. authorities
said.
The prisoners, who
were working in the,
prison kitchen and were
wearing white
uniforms, were seen
from a guard tower run-

nitg away. from the
prison, located in- the
city's South Ward about
said a radio
dispatcher who declined
to give his name.

state prison," he said.
"We heard they Went
out the Ore as a truck
was coming in," Stuck
said. "That's what we
heard. We can't confirm
Trenton police Sgt. that."
The prison is the site
Richard Stuck said
authorities believe the of New Jersey's death
men were unarmed and row, but Stuck said it
the three at large were was Unlikely death row
inmates would work in
still on foot.
,
the prison kitchen.
"They'd have to be Details about the
considered dangerous prisoners were not imbecause -they're in the mediately available.

•
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Farmers turning to TV forecasts
LEXINGTON. Ky.
(AP) - Some farmers
are consulting their
television sets 1nste4d of
an almanac to find out
the agricultural
forecast and the crop
prospects.
What they're wat-

ching is AgText, which Lucky College of
is infor5nation from by Agriculture, provides
state and federal farm- everything from market
related agencies that quotations to weather
appears as text on Ken- forecasts to status
tucky Educational reports on blue mold.
Television.
"It's the first thing I
AgText, assembled by turn on when I get to the
the University of Ken- office ,a41..the last thing
I turn off before I
leave," said Mickey
Staton. "It provides the
most up-to-the-minute
information I can get
anywhere."
Staton, office
manager at Production
Credit Association in
Owingsville, said he used AgText to help set up
a repayment schedule
airstrip, which is near for loans to farmers,
as
the club.
well as for his personal
Also_ injured w_as farriling
interests.
passenger-Presilla '
"IT a farther comes in
Shephard. 17. of the office and wants to
Melrose. Fla., police borrow 9100,000 to plant
said. his corn crop, we can
Miss Shephard was. look at the TV and get
taken to _Hardin' the latest delivery price
Memorial Hospital.
for the crop in
where she was treated November," he said.
and released, a hospital "This gives us a basis to
supervisor said.
figure if and when the
Sprowls was taken to farmer can expect to
Hardin Memorial and pay back the loan."
Staton said he also
then transferred .to
Methodist Evangelical consulted AgText especially the weather
Hospital in Louisville.
outlook - before
Police said the deciding *filen to cut
'Federal - Aviation -Ad- - hay and tobacco or
ministration would in- spray crops 'on his
vestigate the crash 125-acre Bath County
today.
farm and - a 500-acre

Two injured in plane
crash on landing strip
near Hodgenville
HODGENVILLE. Ky.
(API - Two people
were injured wIlen_their
light plane_crashed at a
private landing, strip.
state police said.
The plane crashed
about 9:10 p.m. Sunday
-when the pilot landed
short of the runway
about 11.
2 miles south of
° Hodgenville. The plane
flipped and crashed in a
corn field.
-4 State police said the
pilot, Joel Ray Sprowls,
55. of Hodgenville. was
seriously injured.
Sprowls, a country
music performer, owns
- -Ltueol-ri
country music club in
Hodgenville. Police said.
4he also owns the

family partnership
Priddy said about 100
farm.
farmers in the state
He uses the day's cat- were using the service
tle market- sale quota- aboUt three months
tions to determine the after it began.
best time to sell his
"Most of the farmers
calves.
using it are in western
"The information con- Kentucky, where grain
tained in the 15-minute farming and market
farm-news packet also futures are more
gives updated informa- predominant." he said.
tion periodically on the "I think more farmers
status of blue mold - will be using it in central
how close it is to the Kentucky once it is
state's tobacco crop or publicized and they see
how severe it is in the how helpful it is."
state." Staton said.
Priddy said about
AgText was started in 2,000 farmers use the
January and is free to service produced in
all farmers, said Tom Iowa, which has been
Priddy.UK operating nine months
-meteorologist and one of longer than the one in
AgText's developers.
Kentucky.
Farmers must have a
Other information
television set With a distributed on AgText
built-in decoder or buy a includes advisory
decoder box to receive forecasts. crop and
the information on livestock production
KET's "Line 21."
estitnates, international
The agricultural-news crop and weather sumtext is run on a special maries and local cash
station that broadcasts grain prices.
a lighted background "The only gripe I have
with a "printed ribbon" about the program is
trailing across the bot- that it only comes on
tom of the screen at a during the summer
readable pace.
months (when school is
Sears Roebuck and out) from 3:30 to 11
Co. is the only agency in p.m.," Staton said. "We
Kentucky now selling have farmers calling in
the -sp,e.cia,l clecikder. ..„-tivre early in..ther _mornPriddy said. The pro- Ittig wanting to know the
duct sells for about 9260, latest weather report,
with built-in sets costing futures market or
$360 to 9500.
livestock sate."

HEALTH
Accutane for acne
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - Can used steroids.
you give me some informaAccutane is a relatively
tion on a drug called Accu- new medicine and it has a
tape? My husband's derma- powerful drying effect on
tologist has recently the skin, literally drying up
prescribed this for his acne. the oily secretions associatHe's 36 and has real prob- ed with acne. But it's not
lems with scarring acne, recommended except for
especially when he is using severe cases of acne or for
steroids, which he does on those who won't respond to
occasion for his powerlifting the more conventional treattraining.
ment outlined in the Health
Is this drug safe for him to Letter 8-2, Acne Can Be
take? I can see a definite Treated, which I'm sending
improvement in his acne you. Others who want this
now but he has been off issue can send 75 cents with
steroids for quite awhile, so a long, stamped, selfI don't know which is caus- addressed envelope for it to
ing the improvement. How me in care of this newspalong can he contintle to take per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
this drug and how perma- City Station, New York, NY
nent will the improvement 10019.
be once he quits?
The main complication of
DEAR READER - I see •Accutane is the dryness that
that you do know that it causes. It can dry the nose
steroids can cause acne. and even cause the eyes to
That's why it first occurs in be so dry that artificial tears
both boys and girls at the must be used. Careful obsertime of puberty, when the vation while taking it is
sex steroid hormones are necessary.
active. Giving steroids for a
Patients usually take it
variety of medical problems for 15 to 20 weeks. In many
can also cause acne. I would cases, that will induce a relthink with your husband's atively permanent remission
history that stopping of acne. When it doesn't,
steroids and not using them another course of treatment
in the future is a must for can be given. It has been
the best control of his acne reported to be successful in
problem.
clearing cystic acne in 70
The use of steroids for percent to 90 percent of the
building muscles is question- patients treated with it.
able; it can cause more
DEAR DR. LAMB
serious side effects than just read 'pour column- about the
acne. I must ask if your 55-year-old woman who had
husband's dermatologist lost all interest in sex. The
knows that your husband same thing has happened to

me, only I'm just 29. I'm
worried about this because I
love my husband and don't
want to have a bad sex life.
My husband says it may not
be my fault. but I know my
body and my body doesn't
react to a lot of desires a
normal woman's body
should. Could a woman of 29
go through early menopause? If so, what should I
do to correct this problem?
DEAR READER - Don't
be too hasty. Not everyone is
as gung-ho for sex as you
might imagine from all the
emphasis on it. Sexual desire
may be related to habit and
emotional factors. Being
emotionally expressive and that inCludes sex =AIL_
partly learned. Some people- need to learn to love even in
an emogpnal sense.
Technique is sometimes a
factor. Hormones are a factor in some cases. You can
have an early menopause,
but the loss of interest in sex
at your age is usually due to
other factors.
You might profit from
some professional counseling to explore your true feelings about sex. But don't forget about technique. Many a
woman doesn't have a good
sex life because her husband
hasn't learned from her
what she wants.
Arab guerrillas attacked a U.S. jet plane
at an airport in Rorpe in
1973, killing 31 persipris.

U.S. diplomat accused

Some apples
are really
lemons.
When it comes to something as
important as your health care
coverage, you should compare
apples to apples. Take a close look
at some of the insurance plans
compared to Blue Cross and Blue

Shield of Kentucky, and you'll find
some real lemons. With several you
give up your freedom to choose
your own doctor or hospital. Others
don't offer the same amount of
coverage for your dollars. None of
them negotiate with doctors and
hospitals on your behalf the way
we do.
So go ahead and compare.
You'll discover what 1.4 million
Kentuckians already know.
When it comes to quality health
care benefits at affordable prices,
the others just don't compare to
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky.
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Detta Dental
ot Kentucky

-

ii

• Reg Marks Blue Crowe and Blue Sn.einLsrt
• Fleg Men, Dena portal Plans Assn

. MOkOW iAfli - A
Soxiet newspaper said
today that -a ,U.S. Embassy offieial had been
"compelled" to leave
the Soviet Union in
February for illegally
selling Western consumer goods out of his
car trunk:
Bruce Rosenberg, a
second secretary in the
embassy, was accused
of "speculating" on the
black market and
distributing anti-Soviet
material, said the labor
newspaper Trud.
An embassy
spokesman, who asked
not to be identified. said
U.S. officials had not
read the newspaper article and had no
comment.
Trud said Rosenberg
was detained by police
_while selling camera

equipment., video'
recorders, watches and
other items to Soviet
citizens out of his car
.trunk at night. in.
southwest Moscow. construction site.
It said-Rosenberg also
had "a _whole pile_ of _
tendentious material
airned at defaming our
country ... as well as a
lot of copies of the antiSoviet pamphlet
'11_(isskiaya Smysi,'
which is published with
the money of the CIA
and other Western intelligence agencies."
The newspaper said
Rosenberg denied all
charges when he was
taken to a police station.
"It remains to add
that Mr. Rosenberg was
compelled to get out-of
our country .." Trud
said.

Three killed when police
crusier, car crash head-on
WEST POINT, Ky.
accident occurred at 4
(AP - Three peoPle.
A.m. on U.S. 31W, about
were killed early today - 2 miles south of',West
when two cars, one of • Point.
_
them a police crusier.
The crusier was headcollided head-on, state
ed northbound when it
police reported.
collided with a southThe names of the vicbound veheile in the
tims were not released
wrong lane, a state
pending notification of
police dispatcher said.
next-of-kin.
The police crusier
State police said the
burned, police said.

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

(2:69
-Given a thimbleful of.
facts, we rush to make generalizations as large as a
tub." - Gordon W. Allport.

6-18-A
NORTH
•K J 10 7
108 54
•A Q
4A K 7
EAST
WEST
+542
3
V J 932
76
•K 10 9 8 2
•J654
+8643
4Q 9 2
SOUTH
4,AQ9 8 6
VAKQ
•7 3
4J 105

South saw three shots at
making today's slam.
What's more, he could try
each without losing a
chance at the others. As
good a plan as any? Check
the result before drawing
any conclusions.
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
South won the heart lead, South. The bidding:
drew trumps and cashed his
two remaining high hearts. South West North East
14
Pass
Pass 34
When the suit failed to 411
Pass 4 NT Pass
break, he led a diamond to 511
Pass
5 NT Pass
dummy, losing the finesse to 60
Pass 64
All
East's king. East returned a
pass
diamond to dummy's ace
Opening lead Heart seven
and South's last chance rested with a club finesse. This
lost also, and declarer's "unlucky" slam becomes a
slam went one away.
winner.
It was bad luck for South
to lose all three shots at
Lead with The Aces
making the slam. Nevertheless, the slam could have South holds 6-18-B
been made had South used a
•K J 8 3
little more care.
V J 1098
After drawing trumps and
•A Q 6 2
discovering that East had a
.7
heart stopper, South should
lead a low club to dummy's East
South West North
ace so that he can lead 1 NT
Pass Pass Pass
dummy's fourth heart. East
covers, --but instead -of. !offing, South discards a low ANSWER: Heart jack. No
diamond. With nothing left need to be too aggressive
but clubs and diamonds, against one no-trump. Wait.
East is forced to surrender for East or North to lead- - —
a free finesse and the spades or diamonds.
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Annual LBL Arts and Crafts Festival
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Bring
your
holiday film
to BEGLEY5
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DRUG STORES

to

visaim 2116

Central Shopping Center, 14Wy. 641 N.
Phone 753-4025, Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 126

••••,'

FESTIVITIES AT LBL - The annual Arts and Crafts Festival, sponsored by the Tennessee
Valley Authority's Land Between the Lakes and the Murray Art Guild, drew thousands of tourists
and local residents to the two-day event over the weekend at Fenton, just east of the Eggner's
Ferry Bridge in Aurora. Craftsmen from several states displayed their items.Sunny skies provided excellent weather for the event. Many people, such as these pictured, enjoyed seeing the
numerous exhibits.
Staff photos by Greg Travis

AT BEGLEY'S YOU RECEIVE
TWO SETS OF COLOR PRINTS
FOR ONE LOW PRICE.
EVERYDAY, EVERYTIME.
ONE TO KEEP

ONE TO SHARE

ir
a

TWIN PRINTS
Dollar Days Special
NM

11

BEGgY'S

g

11

SI=

Color Film
Developing

12, 15 or 20 Exp. 110, 126, 135
or Disc Film (C-41 Process)
Limit one coupon per roll
Coupon must accompany order

13E.C.L.ErS
I
1

INIMMI

IMO

00!
OFF;

REGULAR PRICE
Coupon Valid Thru June 25, 1984 I

200

Color Film $
Developing

24 Exposure 110, 126, 135, or
36 Exposure 135 Film (C-41 Process)
Limit one coupon per roll
Coupon must accompany order
min non

•

MIN

I

OFF

REGULAR PRICE
Coupon Valid Thru June 25, 1984 I
P!,

11 11 11

IN=11

RIME

Plus Begley's

I-

Guarantee
a

HBO special film this Wednesday
documents life of SovietS dissident

• Quality Film Developing
• Fast
Dependable Service

• •
_
_
_
• ___
•
—
An HBO Premiere Film titled
will preempt previously the story of the Sakharovs and ,
Sakharov- will be featured -dun
scheduled programming. their struggle for human.rikhts
ing a special presentation
Sakharov stars Jason Robards as soon as possible." said Fuchs.
We have taken this special step
. Wednesday, June 20, at 8 p.m.
as the dissident Soviet Scientist
priernpt-our-fformal-peogram
-4-ET4--en-H•BO--it_ ha. APCCi4 an- —444° won the-Nobel Peace-prize
schedule
Jackson
to create a greater
in
flounced by Michael Fuchs,
his wife. Dr. Elena Bonner..The awareness of the plight of the
president and chief operating offilm will be seen again in
with the hops, that
fleet*, Home Box Office. Inc. The _. S e p Lem
r . with plays the *--,,seight of public ;opiniOn
.
exclusive showing, marking the
throughout the month.
'might infltient'e the Soviet Union
film's U.S. televrsion premiere,
-HBO wants viewers It see . to-release this brava couple.:'

:I3EGLEY'S
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Derby, Belmont tears of joy• turn to grief over loss of Swale
LEXINGTON. Ky.
(AP — Six weeks ago.
Waddell Hancock cried
tears of joy that Swale
had won Claiborne
Farm's first Kentucky
Derby.
Joy and pride soured
to grief Sunday, just
eight days after Swale
added the Belmont
Stakes to his credentials, when the sleek,
nearly black colt c91lapsed and died at Belmont Park.
Mrs. Hancock's son
Seth. president. of;
the
farm, had just brought
the Belmont trophy into
the Claiborne office Sunday morning when
trainer Woody Stephens
called with the news.
- Swale comes home to
Paris. Ky.. today, to be
buried in the oak-shaded
cemetery behind the
farm office and a
furlong or so down the
hill from the stallion
barn and breeding shed.
Hancock had hoped
Swale would be as suc46t, _
DEATH OF A CHAMPION — Kentucky Derby and Belmont Stakes
cessful there —
winner,Swale died Sunday of
alongside • Nijinsky II, &uses yet to be determined. The three-year-old thoroughbred is shown here prior to the Preakness, his
Secretariat. Mr. Pro- only loss in his bid for the Triple Crown. Swale, the son of Triple Crown winner Secretariat, is being led
spector, Sir .Ivor, by assistant trainer Mike Griffin....while trainer Woody Stephens watches from the background.
Damascus and the
AP File Photo
others — as he had been looked like Swale would
"He belongs here. He timental favorite at the Reasoning-My Charmer
on the track.
have been a,great doesn't belong, to so- farm
even before he mating that resulted in
Already buried in that stallion. He r4r6 like a meone in New York. He
became its first Ken- Seattle Slew, Swale's
cemetery are Bold champion, he proved belongs to Claiborne,"
tucky Derby winner.
sire, and it was he who
Ruler, whose son himself a champion and said Claiborne general
His dam. Tuerta. was made the foal-sharing
Secretariat won the Tri- he's going to be brought__ rnaTiager John ScAy.
the last Claiborne agreement under which
ple Crown in 197.3: home here and put to' Claiborne. the racing
stakes winner Seth's the farm acquired
Buckpasser: Prince- rest alongside all these industry and racing fans
father.. A.B. "13611"
quill(); Nasrullah: other champions," said nave lost a star."
Hancock Jr.. saw before
Mrs. Hancock. Bull's
Johnstown: and other Mike Griffin. the farm's
A receptionist said dying of cancer in 1972. widow, named Swale.
stallions who made yearling manager who Hancock. Claiborne's
She and her ancestors He had given farClaiborne famous as a trained Swale while president, was not takwere Claiborne-bred.
mhands a fright one
breeding operation.
Stephens was hospitaliz- ing phone calls Sunday.
It Was Seth Hancock day, falling asleep on
"With his pedigree. it ed this spring.
Swale had been a sen- who thought up the Bold his side
and out of sight

Locals shoot record rounds

Howe fired a firstround 87 on Thursday to
take an 8-stroke lead
over fellow Murrayan
Amy 'Wilson. who. shot
95. Howe's 87 was a
course record at the
Union C-ity, • Tenn..
facility and it gave
Howe enough leeway to
survive "a second-round
96 and win the girls 12-13
year-old age group with
a 183 total.

Cause of death unknown,
tests may take two weeks

Local Summer League Baseball

Howe, Lamb capture age-group titles
in Wing Foot Junior Golf Tournament
UNION CITY, Tenn
— Meredith Howe and
Sherri Lamb shot
course-record rounds in
winning their age divisions in the 1984
Wingfoot Junior Golf
Tournament which'
began last Thursday..

in a slight dip, or swale.
In his paddock.
They feared he'd been
stolen, but found him
snoring loudly in the
grass. Swale almost
became Fog Horn, but
NEW YORK(AP — The cause of death for
Mrs. Hancock wanted
Kentucky Derby and Belmont Stakes winner
something more
Swale maybe determined in two weeks, or
dignified, with a tie-in to
perhaps never, said a pathologist who helped
Seattle Slew.
perform the autopsy.
Swale it was.
Swale collapsed and died outside barn 3 at
Three Kentucky DerBelmont Park shortly 'before 7 a.m., EDT,
:by winners —
Sunday after a routine 1 -mile gallop, only
Secretariat, Riva Ridge
eight dazs after winning the Belmont Stakes.
and Spectacular Bid —
catiSe of death is unknown at this
now live and stand at
stage." said Dr. Helen Acland, who flew from
Claiborne, but the farm
the University of Pennsylvania's New Bolton
had never had its own.
Center to pafticipate in the post mortem
Mrs. Hancock said she
examination.
cried all week after the
Before the autopsy, it was believed that the
Derby, remembering
son of 1977 Triple Crown winner &tattle Slew
how much her husband,
had suffered &heart attack, but-Aeland- said
-had wanted-to win Kenthe examination revealed no evidence of that
tucky's most famous
nor that the colt's main artery had ruptured.
race.
She said the 3-year-old colt's brain and other
And it was so right
body parts would be tested, but it could be two
that Swale was the colt
weeks before the results were known. She said
to change that. There
it was possible Swale had suffered a stroke
were more tears June 9,
although it was not common in thoroughbreds.
when he romped to vicAcland also said there were no signs of foul
tory in the Belmont. A
play pending further tests but said "if it was
seventh-place finish in
done, it was done extremely subtly."
the Preakness
Dr. Robert Fritz, the veterinarian who proprevented him from
nounced the colt dead, speculated that Swale
following Slew to the
could have died,from heart failure, a stroke,
Triple Crown.
or "I hate to say this, some toxic substance."
The Belmont trophy
Acland added "we don't always know-the
didn't come to Claiborne
answers. There are cases where don't ever
right away because it
find out the cause."
had to be engraved.
It was not revealed how much insurance the
Hancock, in New ,York
owners had on Swale, but it was believed to be
to see hisown Sintra run
at least $10 million.
fourth in the Mother
Goose Saturday. picked
up the trophy and - Its a blow to us." he and 'their staff, the
brought it back to',said. "In this business. "Claiborne family,"•
.it happens. 4You can't would have to live with
Claiborne.
It arrived In the office look _bark at yesterday. memories of the farm's
around 7 a.m., but soon You have to look for the first Kentucky Derby
became an object of sun to shine tomorrow, winner and "daydream ,
and it will."
sadness. Sosby said.
about what could have
•He said the Hancocks happened."
"The horse is family.

round. Lamb's second- 'for a winning 176 total
round 84 helped her Jeff Sanford of Covovercome a 4-stroke ington was second with
deficit to defeat Saman- his 92-92-184.
tha Mayo of HernAndo.
Miekey Barker of
Miss., by one stroke.
Paris, Tenn., 1.%)on the
Mayo took the lead in boys 14-15s with a 161
the girls 14-15 division total,' topping Chris
by shooting an 85 on the Sturgis of Paducah
first day. Lamb shot 89 shot 163.
which was good enough
Carl Talbot of
for second, then turned Camden,Tenn.. won the
around to shoot 84 on boys 16-18 division _by
Friday for a 173 total. surviving a three-way
l'Aayafaltered on Friday playoff against Bret
and shot an 89 to post Larkner of Calvert City
Wilson also tapered her runnerup score of and Mack Maness of
off to a 96 and her -191. 174:
Leiingtori. All shot 150s
total was good enough
In the other age divi- for the tourney, but
for second place by a sions, Mark Maness Talbot birdied the first
single stroke. .
became the first two- hole of the playoff with a
Sherri Lamb wa* the time winner in his age long putt from the fringe
ither Calloway Coun- division (boys 12-131 by and Larimer captured
flan to shoot a record posting scores of 87-89 second place with a par.

LITTLE LEAGUE
Kent Dodd and Benji Kelly pitched a two-hitter
Saturday to 14ep Pagliai's in a tie for second
place in the Little League standings.
•
The solo Saturday contest saw Pagliai's blank
Druthers. 10-0, in a game shortened to four innings by the 10-run rule.
Russell Boyd's doubl9 was one of the two hits
for Druthers while Joey Waller led a five-hit
Pagliai's offensive with his triple..
Pagliai's remained in a tie for second place
with 1890's. Both have 8--4 records with three
games rematping in the regular season. Hutson
Chemical has
tranglehold on first place with a
10-2 mark.
PARK LEAGUE
Murray Auto Parts and Caldwell Cars, inc.,
managed to get in the only Park League game
Friday night although Caldwell probably would
have preferred a rainout. The game between
State Farm and Thornton Heating and Air.was
called off because of rain and will be rescheduled
at a later date.
The game that wasn't called off became a 12-0
shutout for MAP.
Ted Booth and Chris Jones led a slew of MAP
hitters with three extra-base hits apiece. Booth
had two triples and a double and Jones had a tri-

ple and two doubles. Other triples for the winners
came from Darrell Ramsey and Clay Bolin while
Robert Davis, Roman Shapla and Sean Waller
each had-a double.
For Caldwell, Jeff Jachowicz was credited
with a triple.

Sports, Briefly
Basketball
No word has been released yet concerning the
hiring of a new head basketball coach for the
Murray State- Lady. Racers.
The search committee was scheduled to meet
today at 3:30 p.m. to discuss applications.

Scoreboard
- Because of - computer difficulties- • the., pro
baseball and United States Football League standings, weekend results and other features of the
daily SCOREBOARD section were not available
today.
A complete SCOREBOARD roundup will be
ava4lable in'Tuesday's sports section. We regret
thelnconvenience,

4.3

Certificate No 783440
FIBERGLAS

Limited Warranty on Roofing Shingles

Limited Warranty .
0v/ens-Corning Fiberglas c, orporatinr
rants to the original co
that its roofing shingles
factunng defects that
Shingles This warranty
ranty period commence
gle application and expo
period applicable to the
Remedy
Should the Shingles be
irig the warranty period
the prorated reasonable c
the Shingles. up to these
Maximum repair or replac
replacement costof the
labor(eklusive of metal
work). if the Shingles have
twelve months If the Shi
twelve months or more, t
cost will be reduced by a
the number of months ela
divided by the original warr
repair or replacement requir
of such repair or replac
Son of OCF
A monetary settlement as d
only remedy available to the
shingles

In cases where
OCE

ns/Corni

0

Wind Resistance
Shingles classified as "Wind
tant to wind damage at wind
hour (Beaufort Scale No 9)
years after installation
All Shingles containing a stn
asphalt must be subiected to
days before full sealing will occu
tailor winter may not seal until
pies which do not receive direct
exposed to adequate surface t
seal This is the nature of
under such circumstances is not

Ocniricior or New

wzr

hingleS

Sale
0

$22.95

Per Square

Cash & Carry
Available
Delivery
Warranty/
Year
Purchase
Classic Plus/20Card With Your
Warranty
Get
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Michigan shoots for USVt, wildcard berth
The Associated Press
Michigan Coach Jim
Stanley isn't ready to
add another game to the
Panthers' victory column just because his
next opponent is on an
eight -game losing
streak and without its
starting quarterback.
To remain in the thick
of the playoff chase,
Michigan needs to
regain old form when it
entertain the 6.10
Oklahoma Outlaws
tonight at the Pontiac
Silverdome.
The Panthers, 8-8, are
on a losing streak of
their own, having lost
eight of ten, the first of
which was a 20-17 loss to
the Outlaws. It also has
_ an uncertain quarterback situation.
Michigan still has a
shot at a wildcard berth
in the Western .Conference of the United
States Football League,
but Stanley won't
guarantee a thing.
"A win won't
necessarily cinch a
playoff berth but it
could if things fall

right,” said Stanley.
"Two wins will definitely get us in."Michigan
plays Chicago in its
regular-season finale
next Sunday.

Southern Division.
Brian Sipe threw for
three touchdowns and
Herschel Walker tallied
twice as New Jersey
handed Denver its

Jacksonville beat New
Orleans 20-17 in overtime. Arizona blanked
Chicago 36-0 and Los
Angeles downed
Oakland 24-19.
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Holmes
to fight
Coetzee

what it can be
"When you lose eight
in a row you have to
wonder how it will affect
your team, but that has
not been a problem,"
NEW YORK lAY) added Widenhofer. Larry Holmes, who once
"Our guys are still giv- said he would never
ing it all they have. I'm fight again for promot
er
looking forward to our Don King, has apparen
tlast two games and go- ly found it necessa
ry to
ing out on a winning change his mind.
note."
Holmes and King
, Stanley has not said have signed an agreewhether Bobby Hebert, ment for a Holmes
.
who missed the Pan- Gerrie Coetzee fight,
the
thers' 20-13 loss to unbeaten heavyweight
Oakland on June 9 with announced Slinda
y
a knee injury, or backup night. Holmes said
by
Whit Taylor, will start telephone from
his
at quarterback against home at Easton, Pa.,
the Outlaws.
that he had reached an
Taylor hit just 13 of 31 agreement with the propasses for 243 yards, moter at a meeting
against Oakland.Both Saturday in Las Vegas.
In tonight's other eighth loss in nine
There were no games quarterbacks have
been Nev.
game, San Antonio games, rolling
would - be for the Inter- Holm ns worn in I,as
over the scheduled Sunday.
working out with the
Holmes said he signed nationa
visits Houston in a game Gold 27-7.
l Boxing Federa,-, Vegas for last Friday
Oklahoma Coach team this week.
with King because "I tion
that has no bearing on
title he holds.
The Tampa Bay Ban- Woody Widenhofer
night's Thomas Hearnshas
Rookie quarterback wanted to get everyone
the USFL playoff dits, keyed
Coetzee, of South Roberto Duran WBC
by Jeff predicted his Outlaws Rick
Johnson, who com- off my back. He's the Africa,
picture.
George's 51-yard run will beat Michigan.
currently holds super welterweight title
pleted 22 of 35 passes for only one who can do the
Saturday, Cliff Stoudt with a recovered
the World Boxing fight.
fum"I've never made a 216 yards in Oklaho
ma's fight."
ran for one touchdown ble, sacked the
Association title, but
This latest agreement
Pitt- prediction like this, but 17-10 loss
''I settled all my difto Los Angeles
and threw for two as sburgh Maulers 21-9.
could be stripped of that marks the third attempt
we will win the next last week, will
ferenc
es
with
again
him,"
Birmingham sank
title if he fights Holmes, Jo match the two
In Friday's games, two," Widenhofer
said replace the injured Holmes said of King,
Memphis 35-20, clin- Philadelphia crushe
since Holmes has refus- heavyweights.
d last week. "I think our Doug Williams,
who is whom he has been ed to petition the
ching first place in the Washincrton 31
Holmes has not fought
VVBA
football team is back to finished for the season. criticizing publicl
y after for a top-10 contender's since
he knocked out
a split with the proranking.
Marvis Frazier last
moter last year.
Last December, Nov. 25 at Las Vegas in
"We signed an agree- Holmes
relinquished the the first round, a fight
ment on the fight and a
World Boxing Council ti- not promoted by King.
tentative agreement on tle
he had held since
Coetzee, who resides
the purse," Holmes
June 9. 1978. rather than at Huntington Beach,
revealed. "The money rn2.1(P
•a- $.1t55. inillieti Cab-L. has not foughtLONDON (API - refused-to play on and is still being negotia
ted. mandatory defense since he
won the WBA tiJohn McEnroe, after a demanded to see referee
"King wants the fight against
Greg Page for tle on a 10th -round
stormy tuneup, is look.' Jim Moore and. Grand in • September
or Oc- King. •
,
knockout of Michael
log foward to a rest Prix supervisor Kurt tober," said
Holmes,
King was unavailable Dokes last Sept. 23 at
before the trial of Neilsen. When they ar- who added
that the pout for comment.
He and Richfield, Ohio.
Wimbledon.
•
rived, he shouted at
Sunday, McEnroe them,"You twa guys sit
squelched a comeback here like two bumps on
"attertipt by upstart Leif a log, doing nothing."
Shines to win the
McEnroe returned to
203,000 Queen's Club the court snarling at
ennis tournament, 6-1, Smith, "This is great.
3-6, 6-2.
I've got a choice of a
The fatigued winner thousand officials and I
We are now offering a joint fare with Allegheny Comwas planning to skip a get a moron like you."
muter (Air Kentucky) via Nashville to Louisville for
men's tournament starWhen play resumed.
$93.00 each way. Now you can make your Louisville
ting today in England to Shiras saved a break
rest up for Wimbledon, point and went on to
trip in one day, with the flexibility of three good conwhich starts next take the set 6-3.
nections each way. One example: •
Monday.
The final set saw
"I'm definitely feeling McEnroe reassert
Depat Murra\
-6-40 am
weary at this stage and himself. Shiras had a
Arrive
Louisv
ille
10-05 am
looking forward to a few break point at 1-1 but
Depart Louisville
days off," he said after fumbled it with a
6:50 pm
the match.
backhand wide down the
Arrive Murray
8.20 pm
line. McEnroe held for
Let us save you time and money on your next airline
Asked whether he was 2-1 and lost just one
trip. Call us at 489-2199 or see your travel agent.
still smarting from his more game en, route to
French Open loss to the title.
Lendl on the previous
Sunday, McEnroe
•
replied that he preferred to look ahead to
Wimbledon. "Winning,
in time, heals wounds,"
he said.
The 25-year-old New
ALL AROUND TOWN - Former Murrayan Jason Town (left) recentl
Yorker rieeded just 31
y
set a new state record in the 50 meter breaststroke for 11-12 year-old boys.
minutes to breeze
The record stood for nine years before Town clocked his winning time
through his first set with
in
38.44, breaking the old mark by .03. Town swims year-round for the Lakesi
Shiras, losing just three
de
Seahawks Swim Team and his record-breaking race occured in
points on his serve.
the Ralph
Wright Memorial Swim Meet in Louisville, June 8-10. In the same
But in the second set,
meet,
Town also won the 1(81 meter breaststroke, but missed the state record
Shiras, 24, from
by 1.3
seconds.
Milwaukee - who
Town was a member of the Kentucky All-Stars team that participated
ousted Lendl in openingin
the Southern Zone Championships in Ft.Pierce, Fla.
round play Tuesday broke McEnroe's serve
Free Gift Offer Ends
at 15 and then held his
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
own without dropping a
Friday, June 29th
the program you have been waiting for.
point to-go up 3-0.
TV's and other super gifts.. plus high
McEnroe began cominterest when you invest in our high plaining to umpire
earning certificates.
Roger Smith about the
Get a free gift...Jo enjoy now, plus your
MAMARONECK. sudden death," Zoeller
Norman after nure IlUleS length of time Shiras
money back later with full interest! All you
N.Y. (AP - Greg Nor- said. "But if this is the
was
taking
serve.
to
He
Sunday, firing four conhave to do is open a Lincoln Federal 21:, 3'
man called the putt 40 way they want to do it.
secutive birdies on Nos. asked repeatedly,
or 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
feet. It probably was it's OK with me. We 3-6.
"Wha
t
about
the
But he bogeyed
to your deposit, you'll receive a corresponding
closer to 50. Fuzzy play seven days a week
three holes on the back 30-second rule?"
free
gift'. (See gift chart.)
Zoeller thought it was anyway, so we might
McEnroe's temper
nine to finish with par-70
The best part is that with a Lincoln
for birdie, and he was just as well play at
and 276, 4-under for the broke in the seventh
Federal Savings Certificate you're locking in a
ready to throw in the 'Winged Foot."
game
when
Smith
tournament.
guaranteed high rote for the long term. Not a
towel.
Norman' said he
Norman. wilt) began reversed a line call,
bad idea with rates constantly changing.
Instead, the putt was rather liked the idea' of
the day two shots off the allowing Shiras to save
. To take advantage of this offer, stop in at
for par. Norman lined it playing 18 holes.
,*
lead and one behind a break point at 4-2.
any of our conveniently located branches, or
up. hard sure that it was
In several minutes of
"I'm tired," he said. Zoeller. birdied the 14th
complete the Coupon and mail it to us.
going in, and when it "I'm ready for some
to go 4-under, but he had heated conversation at
did, he and Zoeller were rest. It'll be an encourts
ide.
McEnr
oe
tO scramble for par on
headed for the 27th joyable day. He's a goodthe final three holes,
playoff in U.S. Open friend, and it'll be sort
eluding the 50-foot putt
history.
of like match play at 18, to finish with
SUPER RATES.. AND SUPER FREE GIFTS
It would take 18 holes tomorrow. Good fun."
69-276.
PLUS HIGH INTEREST!
today to settle the issue
And Hale Irwin,
5 Toot
3', l'oo. T2 year
under the U.S. Golf
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Chicago to host Havurah Institutes 111 r
•

NEW YORK (AP) —
The Havurah Summer
Institutes, designed to
foster a week of total
Jewish community living, will be held this
year in Chicago and

New Paltz, N.Y.
They offer classes, quire skills in textual
The Institutes attract seminars and other_ser- study. Jewish ritual and
participants from vices to assist members other areas of Jewish
throughout the United of the havurot — small. thought and living in a
States and Canada, ac- self-directed Jewish non-denominational setcording toi the National groups and mini - ting," the committee
Havurah Committee.
congregations — to ac- said in a news release.

The summer program
will be held at North
Park College in
Chicago. July 25-29. and
at the State University
of New York at New
Peitz. Aug. 13-19.
•

Lutheran convention features planned
NEW YORK (AP) — jor address from a
The 12th biennial con- Vatican official.
vention of the Lutheran
Church in America will
The 717 delegates
feature a social state- from 33 synods of the 3
ment on politics and million-membier
world peace and a ma- denomination will also

address a document open in Toronto June 28,
about the role of laity in the church said in a
the church and debate news release.
the church's stand on
abortion and other
Cardinal Johannes
social issues at the Willebrands, president
meeting scheduled to of the Vatican's

Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity,
is the highest-ranking
Roman Catholic official
ever to address a
Lutheran convention,
according to the church.
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RADIOS
010
to 47 OFF

HI=FI EQUIPMENT
32we to 50% OFF

AUTOSOUND
22% to 36% OFF

TELEPHONES
20% to 62% OFF

WAVES GOODBYE — Britain's Princess of Wales bends over her
son.
Prince William, as he waves farewell to photographers and cameramen,
at
the end of a photo session in the gardens of London's Kensington
Palace
recently. The photo session was held in connection with Prince William's second birthdards June 21.
AP Laser-photo -

11 ••••

PHONO SYSTEMS TAPE ACCESSORIES
50% to 60% OFF
32% to 47% OFF
•

-

TAPE DECKS
20% to 36% OFF

ALARMSILOCKS
33% to 67% OFF

TV ANTENNASIACCESSORIES
17% to 44% OFF

CLOCKS!WATCHES
20% to 45% OFF

CB RADIOSIACCESSORIES
13% to 43% OFF

CALCULATORS
CONTINUITY TESTER 33% to 39% OFF
22% OFF

PARTS

Look for the Red Tags
and Save Big on Lots
of Popular Items!
CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES),

PLUS

I.

to 54%

OFF

Or

If the shoe doesn't fit, ask
Doe- McGaha to fix it for you
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. there..
County. McGaha got his
(AP) — As the price of
This is McGaha's slow nickname serving in the
shoes goes up, so does time o year.
government hospital at
business at the shoe
"May and June are Fort Campbell in World
repair shop.
mostly sandal months," War II.
Doc McGaha, who has he explained. "Kids are
He has fixed shoes for
spent most of his work- out of school and they go 35 Years, and
it troubles
ing days fixing barefoot. You don't get him that there is no
one
footwear, 'says the as many shoes to worir waiting to take diver his
economy trickles down on.
shop one day.
even as far as people's
He will get busier
"The old men quit and
I3C.
shoes.
- - when cold WearhFr nobody comes along to
"Shoes cost so much comes and people want pick it up." he said.
these days that people their winter boots in -"Nobody-'s going
into
can't afford to go get a shape.
the shoe business
new pair every time
Each season'also br- anymore. It's not a
something happens to ings women Who need white-collar job, and the
their old ones," he said. their new shoes young fellows
••1
want
"It seems like people adjusted.
those high wages. But a
take care of them better
"A lot of women go lot us old guys.wouldn'i
than they used to." •
out and tiuY shoes they be doing anything if we
McGaha, who owns like except foa.the heels, didn't have our own
- -the-WestsItte-Shne-Shop, and they'll want those jobs."
knows anything there is either cut down or built
McGaha qwns about a
to know about shoes.
up.''
dozen pairs of §hoes,
He knows the convenWomen who suffer and favors plain leather
tional wisdom: If the high heels for fashion's brogans for
work.
shoe fits, wear it. As sake might find some
I
comfortable as an old cornfort
than
in hifi.
kh
nohw
ee
ilnsg
.
pair of shoes. Walk a McGaha also finds them
mile in my shoes.
difficult-He also knows the
"I'd a lot rather work
State Market '
News Seri. ice
wisdom of an 80-year- on a low-heel shoe," he k3eder444
Monday. Jbne Is. 19444
old mitn" who sees all said. "They're a lot less KentrIt'ky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
types of shoes. He trouble
Itocelpls Art 4156 Est 700 liarrovks
knows the's nothing The high heels break &
fully 1 higher Sows steady 50
worse than a bad pair of easier and are harder to lower
IS 1 2 210-240 Ihs
$51 50-52 00
high heels, or better—)fix."
.some 52 541.
than an old pair of Army
$50 50-5.1 so
He said the most US 2 2410-210 lbs •
US 2 210-250 lbs
$51 00-51 50
boots.
popular shoe in his store I:S 21 2541 270 11/s
1)50 00-51 1.10
Many of the dozens of are old leather Army
LS 1-2 270.350 Ills
$37 00 39 00
pairs piled around his boots, which he recondi- IS
1 3 3110-350 lbs.
$3/4 i• 40 00
workbench are covered, tions and sells to miners IL•1 1.3 450 500 lbs
$39 00 40 00
L:S .1 3100650lbs
$40 04•42..046
with dust, but he said and factory workers.
US 23 300-500 lbs
$37 410 36 00
few are ever abandoned
Born Marvin in Adair Boars $32 34 feu 35

Different sale items in different stores, but all
stores are loaded with special values, many
not mentioned here. Hurry for best selection.

CITILIME

11•1.

•

Big Savings on These June Bargains and Many More!!

Hog market

report listed.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT -- INVESTMENTS

Pulse and Tone Phones Cassette Recording Tape
Trim-Fone by Radio Shack

43-Range Multitester

By Realistic'

Cut 33%

38%Off

3995

2488

Reg. 59.95
Easy to Install—Plug
Into Standard
Modular Jack
Pulse. Provides pushbutton convenience on ratan/ lines. White, #43-351.
Brown, #43-352.
Tone. For low-rate phone, bank and
computet services. White, #43-353.
Brown, #43-354. Not is styles in se stores

By Microntar

Reg. 39.95

Normal Bias Setting
60 Minutes
90 Minutes

Hurry—
One Week
Only!

2for1" 20'279
Reg. 1.99 Each

4,/4" Color-Coded
Scale is Mirrored
For Sure, Easy Readings
Measures AC and DC volts, DC amps,
ohrhs and decibels. Range-doubler. #22-204 Batteries extra

Reg. 2.79 Each

High output, wide frequency response
Hinged storage case. No limit!
#44-602/603

FCC registered Not for coin or party As use

Check Your Phone Book for the RadioIlsaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
A

DIVISION OF TANOi CORPORATION
IL

(St.4) CitiLine is a service mark of Citicorp
,
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_Industrial Average
Air Products.
Aptile, Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupo
Ford
"G.A F •
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Upodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care Am r ca

Stock Market
+ 9.39
. 41% + 14
28% -%
16% uric unc
2
+,
18
5%13 + 14
+nt
-1/6
Al% -%
32% unc
2924% -%
unc

I.B.M
Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart..... ....
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco...
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mweof— •
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

100% +
1518 - 18
50% + 7S
321,4 +
. 2878 unc
11% - 18
34% + 18
61% +
30 unc
-`434 - 18
33 + 14
. 35%. + $
-1-4
.16
unc
*
unc
10.85

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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Farm income figures for 1984 look better, USDA says
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Agriculture Department officials have done
some additional fidetuning on farm income
projections for 1984, and
they say the situation
still looks rosier than in
1983.
Now, according to
USDA economists, net
farm income this year is
projected at $31 billion

accounting to show how year.
Although the difmuch farmers have to
cited appear
ferences
pay bills during the
year, was projected at slight, they indicate that
$38 billion to $41 billion USDA economists are
in 1984, down from $41 holding tight to earlier
billion to $42 billion in- predictions that 1984
will be a subtantially
dicated for 1983.
better year, financially,
In earlier reports, the for farmers.
Net cash incom6, agency projected net
The latest figures
which is simply a "cash cash income at $37 were included in a
in, cash out" method of billion to $41 billion this speech by Assistant

to $36 billion. That is unchanged from earlier
projections by the agency. However, 1983 net
farm income is
estimated at $21 batten
to $23 billion, a $1 biltion
Increase from the
earlier projected range.

Secretary William
Lesher on Thursday in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Lesher, who is USDA's
chief economist and
farm policy strategist,
recalled the fade of the

in the early 1980s.
Lesher, who
engineered the PIK program for the 1983 crop
year, said the program
- which gave farmers
surplus "payment-in-

export boom that reached its height through the
19708, the worldwide
recession and the financial crunch on farmers

kind" commodities for
taking cropland out of
production - and last
year's drought have
pushed up commodity

outlook contrasts with
prices significantly.
"This could keep farm
returns high over the remainder of 1984 despite
the larger harvest likely
this fall," Lesher said.
"If yields fall below or
remain around trend
this fall, commodity
prices could continue
strong into 1985. This
relatively optimistic

the bearish outlook of
just a few months ago."
But Lesher added that
"the weather and farm
program factors responsible for the 1983-84 upturn" in commodity
prices "could be
shorter-lived than the
problems" which hurt
farmers earlier, including reduced export
demand.

Livestock profits will hinge largely on grain harvests
WASHINGTON (AP)
- According to
Agriculture Department economists, cattle
and hog producers, who
were operating in the
Fed last year, are finally
seeing some profits.
The big question is
how long it will last.
Profit margins could

fade quickly if feed
costs continue to easyst
higher, say the
e experts.
Much will depend on
1984 harvest prospects.
The Omaha, Neb.,
market for U.S. Choice
steers on Wednesday
ranged up to $70 per
hundredweight.
Slaughter hogs went for

around $49.50 per 100
pounds.
Nationally, is of mi
-dv
!
March, market prices of
steers and heifers sold
as beef averaged $66.30
per hundredweight, up
from $64.60 in February
and $63.20 a year ago,
according to USDA's
latest monthly price

report.
the Corn Belt for about
Barrows and gilts $361 would have to bring
were $45.40 per hun- at least $600 this month
dredweight as of March just to cover its original
15, down slightly from cost and the feed it conFebruary and from the sumed to grow to a
$50.80 of a year earlier.
market weight of 1,050
A recent livestock pounds.
outlook report said that
If all costs were
a 600-pound feeder steer covered - including
bought last October in labor, marketing,

transportation and original cost plus feed.
other expenses - the If all costs were
steer would have to br- covered, the steer would
ing its oKiner more than have to bring its owner
$702 when sold in April. $66.90 per 10(1.(pounds.
In other words, accorLooking at the hog
ding to the cost analysis situation, the report
by the agency, the steer said a 40-pound feeder
would have to sell for at pig bought in December
least $57.18 per 100 for $27.65 would have to
pounds to cover its bring $84.35 this month

when sold as a
220-pound slaughter
hog, just to cover the
original cost and feed.
To cover all costs, it
would have, to sell for
about $109. Those selling
prices translate into
$3834 per 100 pounds
and $49.35 per 100
pounds, respectively.

Whopping winter wheat crop will mean lowered prices
WASHINGTON (AP) DepartmenUs latest in U.S. history and will
- Prospects for this forecast Issued Monday mean a buildup In total
year's winter wheat put the crop at 1.97 wheat stockpiles, along
crop declined slightly billion bushels, down 1 with further downwatd
last month, says the percent from the
pressure on prices paid
Agriculture Depart- harvest of 1.99 billion to farmers.
ment. But the harvest, bushel's and about 05
Winter' wheat is
gradually edging percent leis than planted in the fall and
through the nation's predicted in May.
harvested the following
bread basket, could still
But if the harvest summer. It makes up
be a whopper.
turns out as predicted, it about three-fourths of
The Agriculture will be the fourth largest total U.S. wheat

198.2

production.
As of June 1, the crop
was rated in "generally
fair to good" condition,
the report said. Harvest
progress was "behind
average across most of
the South" as of the first
of the month.
In a related • report
later Monday. the

department said 6 percent of the winter wheat
acreage in the leading
production states had
been harvested by"June
10, aboUt twice the
average pace. But most
of cutting was in Texas,
where hot, dry weather
has hastened ripening.
About 39 percent of
the Texas acreage had

been harvested‘by June
10, compared to the normal progress of 16 percent, the report said.
California farmers also
were ahead óf schedule,
with 25 percent of the
winter wheat 'cut, compared to a norrhal ,19
percent.
In Oklahoma, 5 percent of the wheat crop

had been combined,
right on schedule, according to the long*time
average. No other major winter wheat state
showed enough harvest
progress to register.
Production in Kansas,
the usual leader, was indicated at 399.6 million
bushels, down 11 percent from 448.2 million

bushels in 1983.
The department's
Crop Reporting- Board
said the average yield,
based on indications as
of June 1, was estimated
at 38.2 bushels per acre,
second only to last
year's record of 41.8
bushels per harvested
acre.

Officials are pessimistic about this year's price picture
WASHINGTON (AP)
- A new supply-anddemand analysis by the
Agriculture Department shows that wheat
and corn prices stand
little chance of improving in the coming year if
current harvest indications are borne out.
Looking at the
livestock situation, the
department's Economic

Research Service said
that total meat output is
expected to be around
54.1 billion pounds, up
slightly from last
month's estimate but
still nearly 2 percent
below the 1983 level.
Poultry producers,
however, are boosting
output in response to
higher market prices

this spring, the report
said.
One reason for the
pessimistic price
outlook for wheat is the
huge world supply,
created in part by
bumper U.S. harvests in
recent years - and the
1984 wheat harvest,
which is now under way
In southern areas, also
could be huge.

Based on current projections, 1984 total U.S.
wheat output could be
about 2.53 billion
bushels, up from 2.43
billion bushels in 1983.
That would make this
year's wheat harvest
the third largest on
record.
The 1984 corn crop,
which farmers -are just

now winding up planting, was projected at
nearly 7.93 billion
bushels, based on trends
In yields and a normal
growing season. That
was up from 7.78 billion
bushels projected on
May 10 and would be
nearly 90 percent more
than the skimpy 4.2
billion bushels
harvested in 1983.

Outlook projections
for other major U.S.
crops such as soybeans,
rice and cotton were
mostly unchanged.
Beef production "has
been slighly larger than
expected this spring,"
the report said. "Unfavorable grazing conditions in some parts of
the country have
resulted in higher-than-

anticipated level of beef
cow slaughter. Feolcattle marke,tings also
have been a little
larger."
Also, pork output has
been more than
predicted earlier,
although production still
is expected to be down
from year-earlier levels'
during the second half of
1984.

"Broiler producers
have responded to good
returns this year by increasing output," the
report said. "Chicks
hatched this spring have
been up from a year ago
and the increases suggest that summer
broiler production may
exceed last month's
expectations."

Nonprofit farms affect national agricultural statistics
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The sometimes-grim
financial status of U.S.
agriculture is molded in
some degree by
thousands of small
farms operated for
pleasure, not profit, by
people who work in town
or have incomes that
have nothing to do with

their farming opera- -"ITieni Kiel b. lite itiJ4J1
tions, a government was issued Friday by
report shows.
the Agriculture
Departthent
Those small farms, on
"Minifarm operators
the average, have depend heavily on offoperated at annual farm or retirement inlosses the last few years comes to supplement or
and are kept going by finance their farming
substantial outside ear- activities," the report
nings of family said. "This is generally

not reflq,cted in ag- worth of products an-•
gregate farm income nually. Those sales
statistics and other in- represent only 0.5 perdicators that are used to cent of the total value of
formulate policy."
farm production in the
According to the most United States.
recent USDA statistics,
Nora Brooks of the
about 496,000 of the na- department's Economic
tion's 2.4 million farms Research Service said
- 20.7 percent - pro- in the report, which was
duce less than ,_$2,500 carried in a new issue of

Farmline magazine,
that the minifarms
represent "the lower
end of the more formal
category" of span
farms, which are
regarded as those with
sales of less than $20,000
a year.
By the government's
definition, a place must

market at least ,$1,000
worth of products a'year
before it can be defined
as a farm.
Although the number
of minifarms has
generally declined for
many years - they
represented more than
40 percent of the total as
recently as 1972 - there

"••

has been a slowing of
this trend receni137.
Ms. Brooks said the
minifarm would be better considered as a rural
residence than as a
commercial farm.
because most cannot
sustain themselves
financially.

Congress gets to work on bill to cut down soil erosion
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Congress may finally
be ready to do
something about the
long-term soil erosion

House and Senate world's largest food pro- would create a new Theirs , would penalize
three-year program farmers only for the
negotiators will get duction machine.
'Saying farmers rent on crops'actually grown on
together this week to
Known as the "sod- fragile land they agree highly
work out their dif
erodible land,
buster bill," it would to idle for seven to 15 and
it includes no
ferences on an am- deny federal-farn? pro- years.
payments for idling
problem that has bitious new conserva- gram benefits to‘prosuch acreage.
become a creeping tion program aimed at ducers who plow up land
Senate negotiators
threat to America's curbing 'the washing designated as par- will come to the table
The House enters the
ability to feed itself and away of the topsoil ticularly subject to ero- with the most lenient discussions with
a much
the world.
which is the basis for the sibn. One version also version of the bill. tougher bill that would

in reaching a middle
ground.
The two sides probably will settle on a bill
that denies a farmer
benefits for all of the
particular crop which
Both House and he plants on land
And the House ver- Senate committee aides designated by the Soil
sion, Pushed by Rep. Ed 'said they do not an- Conservation Service
as
Jones, D-Tenn.. would ticipate great difficulty highly erodible.

deny any federal help price supports, crop insurance, disaster
payments and the like for any farm on which
even a single acre ',Of
delicate land is planted.

MACEDONIA, Ohio
(AP) - If an outdoor
barbecue is on the agenda this summer,
chances are some spring cleaning is in order.
112; Colorado, 820,000
Larry •Albright of
and 93; Iowa, 740.000 Aerosol Systems recomand 69; Kansas. mends a preseason
scrub with a commer1,390,000 and 109; cially available oven
Nebraska, 1,380,000 and cleaner followed by a
86; and Texas, 2,070,000 rubdown with steel
and 125.
wool.

Number of cattle fed for market tapers off
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Agriculture
Department's latest
feedlot surveys indicate
that many cattle producers are holding off to
see if markets improve
and how 1984 grain
crops shape up.
As of June 1, the
department said, the
number of cattle being
fed for the consumer
market in the seven major beef states totaled
7.32 million head, down
fractionally from 7.33
million on hand a year
ago ,and 1 percent below
than two years ago.
The downturn eame
after several months of
the overall Ae\ien-state
inventory being above
year-earlier le.4els.
Although four states
showed increases, -.the
June 1 tally was down
again in Colorado, Iowa
and Nebraska.

A spokesman for the
department's Statistical
Reporting Service said
the Iowa feedlot inventory was the smallest in
many years but could
not say exactly how
long. Also, Kansas
feedlots topped
Nebraska's on June 1, a
departure from the
usual pattern.
'Marketings of "fed"
cattle in May totaled
1.84 million head, a 4

In
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percent increase from
last year and 16 percent
more than in May 1982,
the report said.
The placement of new
cattie and calves in
feedlots last month was
'reported at 1.8 million
head, down 2 percent
from May 1983 and 3
percent fewer than two
years ago.
Feedlot inventories as
of June 1 in the seven
states, which account

In

for about three-fourths
of the nation's beef, and
their percentages of a
year earlier. included:
Arizona, 360,000 head
on June 1 and 101 percent of a year earlier;
California, 558,000 and

Southern States

I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

authorize $225 million to
pay farmers to plant
grass or trees on their
fragile acreage under
seven- to 15-year
contracts.

Mister Farmer
Bailey's Farm Lumber
Has The Materials
For All Your
Building Needs
Oak and Poplar Creosoted Lumber
Treated Pine
Fencing Materials Metal Roofing

You're Always #1
With Buchanan's!

Southern States,
your certified
soybean and
chemical dealer.

On

Let Us Meet
Your-Feed, Seed,
Fertilizer and Pet
Care Needs

We'll.fix you up
404 Maple St. Murray'

Come See Us!

753-4461

Buchanan
Feed & Seed

(Across from Hie First Ahtiottlist Moral)

Industrial Rd. - Murray 753-1423

1Weakdays 7.5 Satarday 8-3
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Industrial Rd.

753-53'78
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Last year's drought makes big impact on FmHA loans
Kendell L. Seaton,
State Director of the
Farmers Home Administration has announced that FmHA
county offices have processed $162,500,000 in
farm loans. This activi-

ty represents loans
made to farmers who
are unable to obtain
credit elsewhere from
October 1, 1983, through
June 1, 1984. Seaton said
FmHA has been making
every effort these past

few months to be
responsive to the credit
needs of farmers.
FmHA loan activity this
year has been greatly
impacted by the drought
(disaster) of 1983. There
have been 4.305

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
11(nocks
5 Let fall

2 Fuss
Answer to Previous Puzzle
3 Mail carrier
4 Slumber
L 112IUCIU
9 Crowd
5 Physician
131111101111113 UUMIIIU
12 Object of
abbr
00 DOUCE MOE
devotion
6 Decayed
Afl
13 Bellow
7 Paddles
UMUUU ME P
14 Arabian
0
8 Prefix before OEUU COUOU
garment
9 Matched
MUD UOMUU0
15 Hebrew
10 Ancient •
HUI= BUM
prophet
Greek coin
UMUONU UUUU
17 Capital of
11 Prohibits
MUGU EMU
New Jersey
16 Symbol for
vOM
MEMO EU
19 Lures
samarium
A 113110 CIOUNU 0
21 Lampreys
18 Close by
SUIZICICIO 1021013151 E
22 Splendor
20 Newspapers
MEAD MEE
24 Again: prefix
collectively
25 Novelty
22 Head of
26 Anglo-Saxon
Catholic
34 Accept
44 Lasso
money
Church
.
36 Ripped
45 Attached to
27 Fragile
23 Algerian
37 Earthquake 47 Press for
29 College
seaport
39 Sows
payment
degree: abbr. 25 Ward off
41 Backless
49 Deposit
31 Shallow
27 Bound
I
seat
50 Abstract
vessel
28 Vision
42 Contingent:
being
32 Isle: abbr.
29 Greek letter
colloq.
- 53 Japanese
33 Registered
30 Scorch
43 Woody plant
drama
nurse: abbr
3
2
4
5
7
6
8
16 11
34 Female ruff
35 Printer's
P13
measure
•
15
36 Tried
17
38 Sched abbr.
19
21
39 Turf
40 Sun god
41 Mark left by
wound
42 Roman road
44 Distant
46 Liberty
48 Din
51 Gave food to
52 Preposition
54 Part of stove
55 Affirmative
56 Roman tyrant
57 Permits

24
26
31

32

33

35

46

!Mr

51

152

55

58

48
57

DOWN
1- Edge

2
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Eldredge named to accreditation panel

English pastor
tours U.S.

-."0/1.19.44ck,
0,u2;-,ran
-4114-11.4. falei
1 Am, faiu:4--.
L4Q0.A
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Emergency Disaster
Loan applications processed for a total of
63.500,610. Other Farm
Program loans include:
Farm Operating Loans
— $35,989,510, Economic
Emergency Loans —
$10,870,030, and Soil and
Water Loans — $313,360.
Seaton said 85 percent
of the Emergency
Disaster applications
were procesed, and the
balance remaining
would be finalized as
soon as possible. Rule
changes in the procedure utilized by
FmHA in calculating
farm losses have caused
some delays and require
more paper work by the
local FmHA office. the
loCal ASCS office is
working clearly with
FmHA in providing required historical farm
information.
Kentucky FmHA,will
continue its policy of-goJoe Rigsby (left) relates a story about his
19
surgeon, executed the work in glass
ing the extra mile with year
tiles. U.S.
relationship with Dr. Harold Berg (center),
Representative Ron Mazzoli (right) acted
its farm borrowers in during
as
the dedication of a mosaic mural which
spokesman for the State Department during
1984. The agency will they
the
donated to the American Embassy in Israel.
recent ceremonies.
assist farmers on a ‘Rigsby,
Assistant Professor of Art at 11.S.E.,
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times photo
case-by-case basis, even designed
the mosaic and Berg, a Louisville
if they are behind on
their payments due to
circumstances beyond
their control, provided
they have kept their
agreements with
FricHA, are using accepDr. David L. dent, Dean Richard
G. 1976. The master of degrees from Ohio State
table management Eldredge, dean of the
Brandenburg of the business administration University.
practices, and have pro- College of Business and
University of Denver. (MBA) was accredited
Prior to beginning his
perly maintained Public AffAt71. at Mur- The
initial accreditation in May 1981. Only two professi
onal career in
secured chattel and ray State University, ha
committee, which has 18 other institutions in educati
on, Eltiredge
Real Estate. Seaton said been appointed to a
members,
we expect to stay with three-year term to the plication reviews ap- Kentucky have a c - worked in management
s of igatitutiolis —'credited MBA for several corporat
ions
most of our delinquent initial -accreditation for
first-time accredita- programs.
including, Miles
farm borrowers in 1984, committee of • the
tion at the bacEldredge served from Laboratories Inc.,
provided the borrower's American Assembly of
Farm and Home Plan the Collegiate Schools of calaureate and master's 1979 through 1983 on the Elkhart, Ind., Mead
levels.
AACSB's visitation Johnson and Co.,
shows that loans ad- Business (AACSB).
The AACSB,'s ac- committee and during, •-Ev,ansville,
'variced for annual
Ind., and
Eldredge's appoint- creditation standar
ds that time visited a Rockwell International,
." operating pur.poses can ment was made by the
are designed to meet*the number of schools that Columbu
s, Ohio.
be repaid.
organization's presi- modern needs
of sought accreditation.
business,
He served as an acgovernmtad
graduate
and pro- creditation consultant
fessional schools. In- fOr the AACSB during
I REMEMBER THAT
stitutions meeting the the 1983-84 .academic
PLACE ..I WAS THERE
required level of quality year.
DAYTON, Ohio (AP)
IN 1918 !
for accreditation repreEldredge joined Mur- — The minister of
sent sound choices for ray State in 1976 as a Wesley's Chapel in
prospective students professor of computer England,. the parent
and for recruiters for information systems. church of Methodism, is
professional schools.
He has been dean of the touring the United
The undergraduate college since 1977. He States seeking support
business administration earned his bachelor's for his church and helpprograms at Murray degree at Iowa State ing some congregations
State were accredited University and his celebrate the American
by the AACSB in April master's and doctorate Methodist Bicentennial.
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FIND OUR
SEATS, AND I'LL
GET SOME
POPCORN

By Abigail

I CAN'T BELIEVE I TORN
SIX YEARS OLP TOMORROW.
50ME CATS SAY, "LIFE
BEGINS Al SIX," BOT I
DON'T BOY iTHAT

Woman Rich in Friendliness
Thinks Silence Isn't Golden

OLP AGE MAY TAKE I1.
5 TOLL
ON SOME CATS,DOT IT'S NOT
GOING' TO 1-IAPPEN 10 ME!
I'M GOING TO PO SOMETHING
ADOOT IT!

BLONDIE

BEETLE BAILEY

GARFIELD .

Van Buren

HE WASN'T EVEN
IMPRESSED THAT
BATTERIES,WERE
1\ INCLUDED

•

-.4•-•••••••

DEAR ABBY: I don't mind many couples say they'd rather have
standing in long lines, but I hate the the money, I feel I should conform.
silence. As soon as I get into a line,I
No one is willing to tell me what
say to the person next to me,"Quite amount of money would be an apa crowd today, isn't it?" Of course I propriate wedding gift for a niece,
get an answer. Soon someone else for example. How about for the son
chimes in with,"I didn't expect it to of a business associate?
be so busy this time of day." In a few
Any guidelines would be apminutes, a lot of conversations get preciated.
going,the time passes more quickly,
THANKS FROM NEW
and everybody leaves in a good
HAMPSHIRE
mood.
Once I went toa volunteer awards
DEAR THANKS: Give- the
luncheon and didn't know anyone, same amount of money you
so I started talking to a man who would have spent on a gift.
didn't know'anybody either. He told
me he had just lost his wife and he
• 4, a
sure missed the Swiss steak she
used to make,but he supposed it was
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing this on
too complicated to prepare himself. I
told him exactly how to make it, and Mother's Day. I have been richly
blessed with five wonderful sons,
he brightened up immediately.
Recently while visiting my father and we have three lovely grandin the hospital, I was in the elevator children.
Tomorrow will be our youngest
going down to the cafeteria in the
basement. An old gentleman got on eon's birthday.(He will be 21.) It is
and I said, "You look worried." He also the day that his girlfriend is
said,"I am. I've got an awfully big expecting their baby. Arrangements
decision to make by tomorrow— have been made to place it for
guess I'll have to talk it over with adoption, as they do not feel they
the Lord." I said, "You can't get are ready for marriage yet.
My prayer for Mother's Day is for
better advice than that." The
the
young couple who await the
elevator stopped and he walked me
to the cafeteria,still talking a mile a birth of this baby with such joy and
minute. Suddenly,he asked,"Where excitement. Bless them and their
are we?" I told him, and he said he home, Lord, and may this child be a
wanted the lobby, so I walked him blessing to them, just as his father
back to the elevator, pushed the has always been to us. My heart is heavy knowing that
lobby button and told him I'd pray
we will never see this child grow
for him.
• My kids keep saying,"Ma, you're up—but I will remember the young
too friendly. One day you are going -couple who are adopting him in my
to be murdered by a stranger." And daily prayers. May they feel our
I say, "Well, I'd rather go on being love, and raise this child to care for
friendly than. standing in dead his fellowman, to be honest, upright
and to love the Lord. May they love
silence in a group of people."
him fully, and
L.C. Jove tenfold. may he return their
OHIO GRANDMA
DEAR L.C.: Pity there aren't
more friendly folks like you.
•••
Most people are embarrassed by
silence, but few have the courage
to break it.
(Every teen-ager should know
the truth about druga, sex and
_• •
•
•
•
•
how to be happy. For Abby's
booklet, send your name and
DEAR ABBY:Is there a rule to go .address clearly printed with a
by regarding the correct amount of chetik or money order for $2.50
money one should give as a wedding (this includes postage) to4 Abby,
gift?
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
I prefar_to give a present, but so Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

2 .Notice

6. Help Wanted'
MANAGER Trainee
needed. Career opportunity, good benefits
and competitive salary.
Apply in person, Payless Shoe Source,
Murray. Ask for Donna.

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

16. Home Furnishings
2 FULL Size Complete
Beds, both maple. 1.150,
1-$75. Call after 6p.m.
435-4354 or 435-4369.
BABY furniture, good
condition. 759-1165.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent 38. Pets-Supplies
NICE 3 MI trailer; gist/ SCOTTIES, silky

month. Call 759-4592 or
after 4p.m. 753-8560.

48. Auto Services

50. Used Trucks

GOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries,
guaranteed! $15 ex•
change. Call 753-3711.

1977 VW Van, 4 speed,
AM-FM. 7 pass
very
good condition. $3,650.
753-8824

.

•4•0•-•••
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53. Services Offered
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53 Services Offered

LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121. See Wayne and Kim
29. Heating and Cooling
Wilson. 753-5086.
49 Used Cars
LEE'S CARPET
43. Real Estate
For Sale Used Air
CLEANING. Murray's
15 Years
1967 JAGUAR XKE 51
Campers
only professional CarConditioners 34,000
Coupe, rebuilt engine.
Exper
ience
pet
Cleanin
g
Compan
y
TEACHERS needed to 17. Vacuum Cleaners
STROUT
new tires, excellent
BTU to 5.000 BTU
with over 12 years
show World Book,
condition. $9,000. Phone
REALTY
Refer
ences
Guaranteed
continuous local service
Childcraft and Letter 'KIRBY Vacuum
753-6323 after 8p.m.
Clea
DILL'S
using
ELECTR
Free
the
IC
most
Estima
powerful
te
People in the Murray ner Hertiage Edition
1969 FORD aalaxy 500.
Lou Ann Phipot 753-6843
cleaning system made.
area. Guaranteed in- with all attachm
753-9104
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
excellent condition,
ents.
Hundred
s
of
satisfied
come and flexible Only 6 months old.
Joe L. Kennon 438-5876
69,xxx miles. 474-2744.
Paid
repeat customers.
hours. Call 554-5500 or $645. Will sell for
1912 Coldwater Road
1970 SL'BURL' Station
$300.
License
d
and
Insured,
write District Manager, Call 851-3679.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
30. Business Rentals
Wagen, 40 miles per gal
We move the furniture
3414 Delaware,
15021 753-0188
Cheap. Call 436-2146.
5
free.
CAR
Shop,
Free
mile
1
estimate
s, 24
Anytime
1974 DATSUN 610 WaBIRTHDAY Parties at Paducah, Ky. 42001.
hour service, 753-5827.
outside Murray. _Call
WANTED responsible 19, Farm Equipment
JOE L. KENNON
gen, 8925. 753-9371.
1890's. A clown to play adult
Mickey Pierce, 759-4845
LICENS
ED Electrician
lady to keep infant ONE 8 hr.
Broker
games with. Balloon
1976 4 DR Ford LTD,
power Rear after 5p.m.
for residential and APPLIANCE SERVICE
Licensed 8 Illoncloil
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
prizes, Ice cream cake in my home, Mon.-Fri., Tine Roto Tiller, popup
extra sharp, all power.
commer
cial. Heating
7:30-4. Must have re- campe
and the mess stays here.
r. Yamaha
verygood
and air condition, gas Whirlpool, 21 years exferences
.
Send
profile
to
perience. Parts and sermotorcycle, 5 hr. power
Mini
Call Memories 753-9555 or
mechanically. 753-8878.
installation and repair.
P.O. Box 10 4 0 A , Roto
FOR Real Service in .1977
vice. Bobby Hopper,
1890's, 753-3604,
1.- 357
. FIREBIRD_ ForPhone 753-7203.
Wareh
ouse
Murray.
Real
Bob's- -Appliance- Service, -estate. Contact mula, new, paint,
Magnum Pistol, 2 small
MASO
silver,
NARY
Work.
Kopperud Realty, 711 p.s.,
air compressors. 436Storage Space
p.b.. air, AM/FM. 1971 STARCRAFT .brick, block and stucco, 202 S. 5th St. 753-4872,
9. Situation Wanted
Main. We work at your good
153-88861 home'.
2216.
Jim Suiter & Jerry
condition, $2,200. sleeps 8, awning, poles, foundation repair. No
For
Rent
convenience. Phone 753- Phone
21 YEARS Experience
Henry will be in our
8-4:30 753-6654, good condition. 753-6538 Job too big or too small. BLOCK Building,
1222.
purchasing agent and
753-1492
After 5p.m. 7594574, or after 4:30p.m.
Call 901-243-4104 ask for basements, garages,
showroom from
other supervisory 20. Sports Equipment
LISTING; Residential, 492-8204.
footing, floors. drive1977 SHASTA Mini Mo- Danny Free
estimates
Investment, FmHA, .1978
ways. Also brick work,
6:30-8:00 Mon., positions. Will consider REMINGTON 870, 1/
tor Home, 23 ft., rear
LTD
4
dr..
1
owner
anything related or ga. pump. Remington 22 32 Apts for Rent
Land, Lake, Commercial, car,
large or small jobs. 24
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
very clean, cruise, full bath, sleeps 6
unrelated. Resume cal. rifle. 16 ga.- double
Farms. Murray good
years experience.. 753.air, Dodge 360
1 AND 2 BR apts. near
tires, motor in doubles
BAILEY'S FARM
PURDOM
furnished. Farmington, barrel. 1932 Winchester
Calloway Co. Realty, good
5476.
downtown Murray. 753condition, $2,500. motor. Phone 753-3234
502-345-2036.
pump. Call 489-2355.
753-8146 or Ron -Talent, 753-3924
MOTORS, INC.
LUMBER
GENERAL HOME
4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.
or can be seen days. 753-0114 nights
TEACHER will tutor
753-9894.'
and.week ends.
REPAIR. 15 years exFor all your
at 809 North 20th
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
1 BR furnished, lease
students after school or
perience. Carpentry,
out
building
needs
1979
and
MGB.
deposit
Converti
. Adults 44. Lots for Sale
ble, 52. Boats-Motors
In the summer. For 2 2 . Musical
concrete, plumbing.
759-1099
green with khaki top.
only. No pets. Call after
roofing, siding. NO
12 FT. Aluminum Boat.
N.1 AND G Complete details call 753-7129.
$1,300 5 PC. Drum Set. 4p.m.. 759-4756 or 753- AURORA one to 10 753-7224.
Corner of Industrial Rd
JOB TO SMALL. .Free
acres wooded Kentucky
3 h.p. Johnson motor
Glass.sCO. All types of WANT Job caring for Must sell. Willing to 9208.
estimates. Days 753Lake area, from $3,995,
glass repair and re- anyone hospitalized or take reasonable loss. 1 BR furnishe
436-2181.
mopmE
home
roof
and
d apt and 3 nothing
placement work. For homebound. Have Call before 5p.m. 759- BR
down, from $39
14 FT. Fiberglass Fish- repair. Carpentry work. 6973, nights 474-2276.
furnished apt. Close
month, for home.
1979
car home or business. transportation and re- 4622.
AMC
.
ing
Boat and trailer. 40 Roofing small building JOE iSonney) McKinto University. Call 753mobile home, free inauto glass, plate glass, ferences. 3 years exh.p. Evinrude motor. and garages. 753-2260 or ney Appliance Service.
3134.
Spirit,
2
door,
All _makes and models.
formation phone Mr
window glass, glass perience. Willing to
753-4740.
753.7160.
23. Exterminating
1 BR furnished apt. Shell
Authorized Service on
1-800-521-4996.
table tops, 2 mirrors. work 7a.m., to 4p.rri.
autom
14 FT: Semi.V Polar- MURRAY Satellite
atic,
Availab
le
now.
$150
Monday through FriLOT in Keniana Lake-store fronts, storm
craft Aluminum boat, Sales. Prices start at Montgomery Ward Apmonth.
Water
furneed
paint
Shore Heights on
doors and windows. day. Also will do hou'i6
$200. A topper for a $1,650 and up. Installa- pliances). Located at
nished. Couples only.
Call Your
Marguerite Parkway.
patio door glass and cleaning. Call 753-7129
short wheel base Ford tion included. 753-9263 George Hodge and Son
$120
0.00
.
No
pets.753-598
0
or
Local Professionals
: 7. .
screen. Also store fix- anytime
75x145 ft.. water, elec.
or 753-3875. Also do Used Furniture Store.
truck. 753-8059. ,
753;1203.
Call
753-8505,or 492-8704. .
tures: stand, racks.
ean your nouse.
available. By owner.
repair work. ,
14
FT.
V-Botto
m
Fish1
BR
unfurnis
hed, 2 BR $750. 759-4637.
displace cases, shelv- Have excellent reWeed won on your
ing
Boat,
trailer,
Minn753furnish
0588
ed.
.
Lease and
ing. Made to spec. M ferences. 759-1762.
Kota trolling motor, trees? Topping, prundeposit. Adults only. No 45. Farms' for Sale
and G Glass. 753-0180.
After 5 p.m.
Lawrence Depth Fin- ing, shaping, complete
Aluminum Service Co.
pets.
Call
753-9208 after
10. Business Opportunity
17 ACRES Ideal building
removal and more. Call
der. Call 489-2355.
4p.m.
Aluminum and vinyl
7.000 St.i. Ff. Commerlocation, 6 miles out on 1980 OLDS Cutlass 4 dr., 1976 16 FT. open bow
Ski BOVER'S TREE
1 BR unfurnished apt.
siding.
Custom trim work.
cial block building on 1
121
North
SERVI
over
CE
1000
feet
for
ProBoat
L.S.
diesel,
lodal
with'
70
car,
h.p.
motor.
753-0414
with fireplaee, •apacre pave parking lot.
highway- frontage, also 2 good ccindition, Te4,000. new deck mount -.trolling fessional tree care.
References. Call Will Ed
plianc
es
Murray'
furnish
only
s
-ed.
Home
Located 5 miles west of
bedroom house with good 753-7867.
motor, completely 753-0338.
Lease and deposit reBailey, 753-0689.
owned and operated
Murray 'on Hwy. 94.
well. 9 acres new pasture. GOOD
1978 Chevy equipted. $2,900. • 753- ODD job -specialist,
quired.
436-2484.
130,000 with financing
Call 753-3604.
Pest Control Service
ceiling
fans,
4402
after
eteetrica
5:30p.m.
l,
Nova, 6 cylinder auto2 BR apt. unfurnished,
- available. 435-4526.
-Free Inspection and
matic, power 'and air, 1077 HYDRA Sport Bass plumbing, fencing. You ROOFING.
'
Painting.
$170. 207 S. 11th. Call 46. Homes for Sale
AVAILABLE Now.
new vinyl top. $1,975. Boat, all extras. Call name it. I do it. You Concrete Work. All
Estimates
753-3415.
•
National Company
buy.
I
2 BR house on large lot Call 489-2595.
install
.
You
753-5116 before 5p.m. or
types of construction
2 BR duplex with carlooking for distributors
break, I fix. Call 436- work. Free
near downtown. Large LOCAL
estimates
1979 Monza 753-4544 after 5p.m.
port on Stadium View
.or dealers to handle 24. Miscellaneous
2g68.'.
storage room. Reduced, Chevy
Quality Work
Herb
, excellent 1979 4 H.P. Chrysler
Drive, central heat and
energy management ATARI 800
$17,000.
Call :753-5477.
. physical and mechani- motor, low hours. Ideal
Harris, 474-8839.
computer air, all appliances.
CURRENCY
systerns. High income with 48K. Disk
drive. carpeted, deposit re- 3 BR 5 ACRES, new cal condition. V-6, 4 for a Day Sailer, $300.
STE ARMES Tree ExCOLLECTION. potential, smap
carpeting, paint, all !peed, air. Priced 753-7804.
T.V. monitor and soft quired, no pets.
perts. Complete tree
Married
tory investment. Call ware. 759-1084.
sorjury specializing in
From 1861
couples preferred. Call appliances. Garage. wholesale. 1803 College DEPTH Finder, TrollMr. Watson toll free,
large work shop, shed. Farm Rd.
ing Motor repairs. FacEOR Sale Honeybee 753-1799 after 5:30p.m.
tree beauty and treat(1st issue)
1-800-962-4908.
tory authorized parts
Colonies with 1% Brood 2 BR duplex, washer Fruit trees, berries.
ment. Licensed, bonded
OWN Your Own Jean. chambe
Large gold and
and warranty service.
and insured. Paris.
r and 3 supers and dryer hookup,. den. Must sell. $5,000 below -50. Used Trucks
Sportsw
ear, ladies ap- full of honey.
silver certiticates
.
l. 436-2181. .
901-642-1840.
S.S. kitchen, storage room. appraisa
1970 FORD XLT F100. 3 Lowrance, Minn-Kota,
parel. or children's extracto
U.S. Notes, Eederal
18R, Brick home, speed, 302 V-8, wide new Motor Guide. ECHO
r S.S. capping Call 753-9240.
,TREEWORK. complete
store. 300 brand names. melter
formal dining room and tires, very good looking. ELECTRONICS, OVERC
Reserve Notes, Small
and other equip. 2 BR duplex
AST'S Re- removal,. topping or
with car- living room,
$14,900 includes initial Call 615-232-7
Notes,
Paducah, Ky. 442-7673.
2 baths, Call 436-2146.
Emergency
602 or 615- port. utility
'
frigeration and Air trimming. Exroom, den kitchen, double
inventory, store fix- 232-7274.
Issues, Fractional Curcar 1969 GMC Truck 34 ton, JON Boat, $150. King Condition Servic
waslker/dryer hookup.
e. perienced. Reasonable
tures, training and
garage, central heat with topper.
GLASS Panes, 18x18 central heat and
rency, Grades to Gem
Also will size bedroom, $500. Cleaned and repaired. rates. 753-0211.
air, and air, woodbur
much more=4 Mr. Tate
ning
Honda 350, $80. Boat. Hwy. 280. 753-7275.
inches, 50. cents. Mess- stove, refrigerator
WILL haul white rock.
Uncirculated. Also
704-753.4738.
and stove, assumable loan. mow lawns. Call 753trailer and 50 h.p. PA/NTING,
age phone after 4p.m. garbage disposal
coins from 1842 up.
fur- Located 3 blocks from 0604.
interior sand, lime, rip rap and
WALL business for sale. 753-9844.
Johnson, $300. Call 759- and exterior.
nished. $200 deposit.
753-3132
By the job masanary sand, coal,
Profitable and well es9673.
GOOD used riding $275 month. Call 753- University on dead end
or by the hour. Re- dirt, gravel. fill and.
tablished. Interested
street.
Priced
to sell in
mowers, starting at 5400.
1973 Interna- OLD Lightning ferences by request. Call Roger Hudson.
persons call 753-3604.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Sailboat, no trailer, Call 437-4221 or 437-4534.
$250. Call 753-8201 or 2 BR duplex, 720 mid 160's. Call 759-4626
5. Lost and Found
after
5p.m.
tional
1 Ton cheap. After 6p.m.
come by Murray Rental Sycamore, Murray.
354492- 3 BR brick ranch. 2
FOUND Boxer Puppy. 11. Instruction
car
6561.
and Sales, 200 East 8225.
Truck
with ONE
753-1593.
Aluminum and Vinyl
attached garage with
PRIVATE guitar lesson Main, Murray.
owner, 14 ft.
2
BR
unfurni
shed
in
opener. Beautiful coralso Bass and Banjo. OAK a rvd- Hicko
siding and Aluminum
heavy
duty
Runabout. Aluminum
ry Panorama Shores. Ap6. Help Wanted
ner lot. Living room,
Chuck's Music. 753-3682.
trim for all houses. It
Hull. walk through
firewood, $25/rick de- pliances furnishe
suspension and windsh
d, has dining L, eat-in kitchen,
CHURCH looking for TEACHER interested in livered. 436-2778.
stops painting.
ield, glove
garage and utility dishwasher,
stove,
responsible adult with tutoring students for PROCESS MAIL!
power take off. pocket, speedometer,
Jack Glover
$75 morn. NO children or pantry. Family
room,
qualifications and re- summer. 753-6834 after per hundred! No ex50-horse Johnson motor.
pets.
436-2484.
753-1873
Good
fireplace, 2 full baths,
condit
ion..
ferences to keep chil- 5p.m.
All in A-1 condition. Call
perience. Part or full FURNISHED apts.
ef- stereo system, patio,
dren in nursery. Inf753-1659 after 6p.m. for
Call
time. Start im- ficiency 1 or 2 BR.
betwe
en
Also heat pomp. _central air.
ancy to age 3. Kirksey 14. Want to Buy
further information.
mediately. Details-send_
8-5, 753-8500.
community. Call 489- WANTED to buy: Har- self-addressed stamped sleeping rms. Zim- 759-1005.
merman
Apts., S. 16th ABOUT 1 mile south of
53.
Services Offered
2116 after 5p.m.
dwood timber. Call envelope to CRI-N41. St. 753-6609.
•• New Providence, in - GOVERNMENT JOBS 753-0338.
JOINER'S Tree SerBox 9014, Stuart, FL NICE
1 BR -furnished eluded is a good electric 1978 DATSLN Pickup. vice.
- Thousands of vacan30 years ex33495.
apt. near shopping cen- cook stove, refrigera- 33,xxx actual miles, perience
cies must be filled 15. Articles for Sale
. Also bucket
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
RWTI:R7M5MW,
---ETO ter. Low utilities. Call tor, air conditioner
excelle
nt
paint,
and'
new truck for hire. Call
immediately. $17,634 to
and up. Call 753-2905 or 753-3949.
Na CUSTOM WOODWORKING
gas
topper
heate
,
new
r.
Call
white 753-0366.
$ 50 . 112 . Call
435-4343 or 435-4319.
Full
Size
Brass
WANTE
spokes,
D
492-8316.
1
or
2
male
new
OVER
radials, ROOFING, Hot Work,
716-842-6000, including
CLEAR
SALE. roommates to share 3 BEAUTIFUL
.'0 YEARS
Sunday. Ext. 32711.
Modular new stereo, new fog Shingles, All Kinds. Call
Finished Head- Rear tineANCE
tillers. Supply BR, 2 bath house. Call home, 1,680
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
lamps
with
EXPERIEN
push bar, for free estimate 502Cf
sq. ft. living
INSTALLERS. Need
. Prices good 759-9312 after 5p.m.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
board. Also blue limited
space, 3 acres with 130 excellent condition. 759- 328-8934.
people to install energy
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
while they last. All have
ft. well. Across road 1084.
management equipGUNCASE
MANTLES
•
S
• BOOKCASES
and cinnamon Briggs and Stratton 33. Rooms for Rent from Miller Golf Course 1981 CJ7 Jeep Loredo
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
We will frame Fr nt..1
ment. $15 per hour or
engines, 3 forward
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
oriented rugs. speeds and reverse. 5 1 BLOCK from Lk- on East 280. 139,950. p.s.,
automatic
your art wont%
paid per installation
r
COMPSTTtflet PONCES Drop By & Soo Our Dlaptay
transmission, 6 cyl.,
iversity. Call 753-1812 or Come and see.
(low voltage). Call Mrs. (1
needlework
HP, 4399.99: 8 HP,
-large
&
hard top, tinted glass,
759-9580.
FOR
Full
Time
Foor toll free, 1-800-962Real
CARTER STUDIO
• 1212 Main Murray. Ky.
$499.99. Wallin Hard4908.
1-small)
ROOMS for college Estate- Service. contact 24,000 miles. $7,500. Call
300 Mato 753 829R
ware, Paris. Tn.
753-9218 after 6p.m.
.•
•••••••••••••
Kopperu
d
'Realty,
753students
. Boys or girls.
SAWDUST for sale,
MONEYMAKING
435-4369 or
1222. We currently have
Shoemaker Lumber 753-5561.
books. Up to $750 next
over 160 properties for
435-4354
weekend guaranteed!
Co.. Hwy. 22 North, ROOM for rent.
Washer, dryer, kitchen sale.
Send for Free InformaMcKenzi
e,
TN.
901-352After 6 p.m.
facilities. $95 per month FOR Sale by owner, 2
tion. Fender Publishing
5777.
,.
BR home, 1 bath,
Company. "Dept." A
SATELLITE Service. including utilities. 753fireplace, central heat
Box 54, New Concord, DESIGNER Quality system repairs, tune- 5842 or 436-2411.
an'd air. ,located -in
carpeting. 3 huge rooms ups, Upgrades , and
Ky. 42076.
new
country. perfect for
NEED PART TIME and stairway. Includes sale. Tri-State Satellite 34. Houses for Rent
'newly wed or retired
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
ENERGY CONSUL - padding. Dark green Sales, 315 Tyson Ave. 2 BR house in quiet
couple. For appointSculptur
ed.
Great
conANTS in local area. No
Paris, TN. We repair neighborhood. For
ment call 489-2750 or
And Save For A Handy Reference)
experience necessary. dition. 753-3913 after anyone's satellite more information. Call
759-4527.
ustem. 901-642-5361.
Can be done after
753-7791. References
1-10ME FOR SALE IN
LO Light, pewter TRI-STATE Satellit
normal work. $800 to
e required.
$2.400 per month. Call candlesticks, T.V. or Sales. 11 ft. system 3-BR brick house, GATES BOROUGH.
Mr. Joyner, 1-800-962- stereo table. T.V. game completely installed, central air, near Custom built, 3 BR, 2
bath, with beautiful
set, Tupperware pieces, •$1,785. We service
4908.
what Robinson School. Call landscaping.
6 a.m.- 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
ASP,ART-Time Optomet- file cabinet, men's large we sell. Home: 901.642- 759-1386.
SUMABLE LOAN.
rist Assistant. Ex- waders, banjo, en- 0 295 Offide: EXTRA nice 2 BR
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
FIXED RATE. Owner
perience preferred. cyclopedias. 753-3728.
901-642-5361, 315 Tyson unfurnished home. Dereloc
ating
Call
.
Send resume to P.O.. PORTABLE Dis- Ave., Paris, Tenn.
posit required. $200 per 759-4787.
hwasher. 70 watt Sansui WATER Heaters. Elec- month
Box 1062, Murray, Ky.
rent. Call 753- HOUSE, about 1 mile
POSMON available for Receiver turntable and tric-. double heating 9829.
South of New Providence,
EXECUTIVE speakers. Atlanta wood elements, round glass NICE 2 BR house
on, included is a good cook
TROUBLES
SECRETARY, must stove. Call 489-2355.
lined tanks, 5 year tree shaded lot. stove,
refrigerator, air
have typing and shorIf
guarantee. 30 gal., $200/month. Couples or conditio
it's
with wel
ner and gas heathand skills, able to
1109.99; 40 gal. $119; 50 girls only. Available ter.
Call
492-8316.
pumps, plumbin
CRYTS USED
gal.• $139.99. Wallin now. 753-6774 or after
meet the public well.
Forward complete reHardware.
or electric, then I
47 Motorcycles
5p.m. 753-6855.
OFFIC
E
sume to P.O. Box 883,
1979 750 HONDA, good
have the answer.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale 31: Pets-Supplies
, FURNITURE
Murray, K.42071.
condition. After 6p.nal
SALES Pro, Prestige
10x50, CONCRETt drive. ARC Boxer pups. 436-5519.
Call John Glover,
1016 Jefferson
Ilkuninvon sod Vinyl
manufactor seeks 4
carport ancLporch, Championship
Paducah 442-4302
1980 HARLEY Davidlicensed with 26
Siding, Custom trim
sales representives. We
carpeted. 121 out of bloodlines, fawn
and
Desks, chairs and files.
offer challenge, inwork. References.
Coldwater on Sandlack brindles, have shots. son SLS Sportster. 1978
years experience.
Yamaha YZ 400. Call
W.
has•
•lectric
dependence, high earnRoad. 436-2828.
Cell
Will Ed Bailey,
Call before 9:30a,m. or 489-2355
typewrit
•rs.
adding
Answering,service
ing potential. incentive
12x65 2 BR. 2 bath, with after 8p.m. 435-4232.
machines. folding tables.
7S3-0619
1981 HONDA GL506
and benefits manage110x108
lot.
near East ALL breed grooming
provided.
bookcases, print files,
Interstate, extra nice.
ment opportunity
Elementary. 114.000. and boarding.
two drawer and four
Free Must sell. make offer
flexible hours. Call
753-9540
after
7p.m.
drawer cabinets. Mew
pickup and delivery. Call 437.4171.
44$-6460 between
1975 ALL electric. 3 BR, Reasonable rates. Sue
items. small wood desks.
8-10a.m, for interview
2 bath. $7,500. Call after Lovell, 489-2856.
48. Auto Services
appointment.
5p.m. 437-4257.
RANDY
CAR Batteri,es1 24
1§81 CLAYTON 12x60,
THORNTON
Frozen
series
Brine
.
36
month
excellent condition •
guarantee. $27.99: 60
HEATING AND AIR
Shrimp
Send
Must sell. 437-4939.
your
month guarantee.
CONDIT
Hand Tamed
IONING INC.
1981 WINSTON Mobile
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
packages the easy
$37.99: 27 series, 36
Home, 14x65. Located in
Cockatiels
,Gold
month guarantee.
way.
•
Silver
Fox Meadow_s. Call
$32.99; 60 month
Closed
PET PEN
Closed
Use our convent
Free Estimates
753-3786 or 492-8807.
guaran
tee,
$39.99.
1101 Story Ave‘
Yesterday 372.25
Yesterday
'TRAILER and 3 acres
8.56
service
.
We
accept
Wallin
Vibre
Hardw
are,
Steam or
759-132'2
Opened
wooded lot for sale Call
Opened
Paris, TN.
UPS packages for
759-4588 or ;53-7637.
Quick
Today
368.25
Today
8.49
Dachshund puppies. 7
weeks old, ARC Registered. 901-648-5697 or
901-264-5053.

Lout,

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

ROOFING!

For Sale
Camper For
Small Pick-up
Call
753-6098
After 6 p.m.
...Best Offer

436-2999

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

White Rock,
Sand And
Gravel.
492-8469

Oraunr•s

Dial-A-Service

pk.•

6p.m.

Taxi Cab Service

911

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

.3,
•• •••

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps
/53-3445
762-4792

753-6952

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

'•

4r4
4;•-;‘ :::•111
'.iskema

4.00

Down

Compliments of:
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
W • buy Gold. Solve. 8. Diamood•
Hours: 10 8 Doily 12 5 Sunday

shipment

.07
-

28. Mobile Hornes
.for Rent
Int fully,..fusnisbetb. •

pioNeen ALPINE.

Central air,- carpeted,
new furniture. Call
753-5209. Shady Oaks.
NICE 2 Em trailer near
Murray. No pets. 4892611.

CAR STEREO

car mils sysIsass

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Ditielarnd Center Open TO 6

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
IllatioarwsdientIntennelar`
Hoe dueler Mr mem and set•
Hee la Murray sad Colloway
County 002 Charmart.

753-8181

Downtown

Court Square
753-7499

Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning-753-5827

3

-•••

' •••••

•
'

•.•

;

Police
911

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Down

i•

• c.

js

Poison

Control

753458

••••
IMF

•

.
,

•
•I
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OBITUARIES
Father of Murray man dies
Lowell Kenneth
Tucker, father of Lowell
Kenneth Tucker„ Jr., of
Murray, died Saturday
at 7:20 p.m.
He was 65 years of age
and a resident of 4027
Brentwood Dr.,
Owensboro.
A member of the First
Presbyterian Church,
Owensboro. he had
retired from the Hoe
Supply Co. there. He
had served with the
Sixth Marine Division
durVg World War II.
Su'ilvivors are his
wife. Mrs. Berlynn
Tucker, Owensboro;

one'son. Lowell Kenneth
Tucker, Jr.. and one
grandson. Kevin Lowell
Tucker, Murray; his
mother. Mrs. Lula Mae
Tucker, Falmouth; one
brother, Allie C. Tucker,
Chino. Calif.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Roth
Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Morton Waller will officiate.
Burial . will follow in
the Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens, Paducah.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. Tuesday.

Mismanagement is blamed _
-

•

•
•

•

•

Mrs. Farley s Wilbur Dyer
father dies
dies; rites
on Saturday Wednesday
Graveside services
Vernon 0. Beal, Sr..
father of Mrs. Joe Pat for Wilbur Dyer will be
Farley of Murray. died Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
Saturday at In- the Lone Oak Cemetery
dependence Manor Care in Calloway County.
Center, Independence.
Friends may call at
the J.H. Churchill
Mo.
Born June 16, 1892. in Funeral Home after
Beat's, Maine, he mov- 6:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Mr. Dyer died today
ed to Independence with
at 7:10 a.m. at the
his family in 1906.
Mr. Beal was pceced- Murray-Calloway Couned in death by his wife. ty Hospital.
He is survived by his
Mrs. Emmy Lund Beal,
In February of 1983. and wife. Mrs. Betty Dyer,
a grandson, Donald - Murray; one daughter,
Beal. in January of 1984. Mrs. Meriene - Sykes,
Su-rvi-voa -include and one son, Jee -Dyer-,
three daughters, Mrs. both of Murray.
Also surviving are
Joe Pat (Billie ) Farley,
Murray: Mrst. Mabel three sisters, Verble.
Schulenberg, In- Maud and Josephine
dependence, and Mrs. (last names not releasMarion -Srnith," -Albu- ed 1:and-three. brothers.
querque. N.M.: one son, Brown, Hillman and
Vernon Beal, Jr., Gray Dyer. all of MurIndependence.
ray
three grandHe also is survived by children: two great11 grandchildren and 24 grandchildren.
,great-grandchildren.
Funeral arQueen Victoria was
rangements are proclaimed Empress of
incomplete.
India in 1877.

COLUMBUS. Ohio called "quality
t AP
- A report assurance" and "qualiprepared for the PubliC ty control" measures
Utilities Commission of "is the major cause of
kihio
the-decision,not-to COM,
mismanagement has plete Zimmer. The
accounted for more than review team believes
$1 billion of the cost of that this is the greatest
the unfinished Zimmer single incident of
nuclear power plant. ac- mismanagement, and
cording to a published further that the problem
report.
is so great that it may
The consulting firm of have been incapable of
O'Brien-Kreitzberg & solution."
Associates of Cherry
Hill. N.J.. bluntly accused Zimmer's owners of
a "failure to perform
within the context of
public safety and good.
as well as the body of
appropriate law," The
(Dayton) Journal
Herald reported in a
copyright story today.
The newspaper said it
reviewed the 500-page
report Sunday. It is to be
released publicly by the
PUCO on Tuesday. • The study's • conclusions are expected to be
hotly contested by Zimmer owners, who hope
to recover their investment-by completing the
plant as a coal-fired
facility. That . decision
followed estimates that
Completing Zimmer as a
nuclear facility Would
cbst as much as $3.5
billion.
•
The consultants said
all of Zimmer's $1.72
billion cost to date could
be chalked nptomismanagement if the
plant were to be abandoned. If the three utility co-owners proceed
with conversion plans,
the estimated cost of
mismanagement would,
be $1.3 billion.
If in the unlikely event
that the utilities would
attempt to complete
$10.2 MILLION LOTTERY WIN Mat - John Borowy 'of Bechtelsville,
Zimmer as a nuclear
Pa., Berks County, raises his right fist accompanied by his wife Ruth while
plant, at an estimated
being interviewed outside the Pennsylvania Lottery headquarters near Harcyst of $3.344 billion, the
risburg last week as Borowy arrived, to rec44ve his first installment check
tab for mismanagement
as sole Winner in the Pennsylvania -LotUkry -Lotto-W.2- million prize.
-coutti 17e11gured at
APiaserphoto
$1.717 billion.
Before construction
began in 1972, it was
estimated the plant
%MCI 1934
wotild cost about $235
million and begin pro;
ducing electricity in
1975.
Revival' services are
'I don't see how there
-raiW- in progress at the
could be a figure that
Palestine United
high attributable to
Methodist Church.
mismanagement.'-' said
DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS
The Rev, Paul
Bruce Stoecklin.
1205 CHESTNUT
McAdoo is - the
MUHRAY KY
spokesman for Cincinevangelist for the serMon Sat 9 8
nati Gas & Electric Co..
Sun 126
vices to be at 7 p.m
one of the co-owners. "I
each evening- through
don't see how they could
Friday, June 22.
come up with a .figure
The pastor. the Rev
that high. 4
Marvin Napier, invite:"This is only a
th• public.to attend.
report," he said. It will
be up to the commission'
—
to-deeide ,whether they
will accept it or to
decide what they will do
K&K STUMP REMOVAL ,
con remove tturnps up
with it at all."
,n 70 below the ground
The inv_estigators
435 4303 or 435 41319.
determined that the
nc Now Maul P.t Cnowel
failure to institute so-

Palestine
revival now
in progress

NEW BUFFALO AT LB1. - The sight and
sounds of life in Land Between The Lakes(LB11)
are still new for this buffalo calf, born less than a
month ago to one of the Cows in the LBL herd.
Five calves have been born thus far, and more
are expected, according to herd manager,
Lawrence Philpot. The calves, whose coats are a
cinnamon-red color, won't begin to develop their

characteristic hump until they are about 3 months old. The newcomers bring the herd count to
about 55. Philpot said early morning or late
afternoon is the best time to view the calves. To
escape the heat the herd normally retreats to the
trees in their pasture, located across from The
Homeplace-1850.

Patrick Gray will be exhibitor for show at Des Moines
Patrick S. Gray, Mur- the headline attraction judged by Dr.
Brad premiums will be
ray. Ky., will be among of the youth leadership Skaar of
Iota State awarded to the youth for
some 375 exhibitors_ forum, speaking on University
winners in the 20 heifer
. Ames.
from 33 states and 4 "Selling Your Product."
classes arTh the cow-calf
Canadian provinces
Some .$7 ,500 in competition.
Other actitivites
showing Polled scheduled during the
Herefords at the 11th show include a trip to
National Junior Polled Hawkeye Livestock
Hereford Show in Des Breeders bull stud, an
Moines, Iowa, July excursion to "Adven(Cont'd from page 4)
•
.
22-26. More than 600'en- tureland" amusement
. Wednesday,June 20
Wednesday,June 20
tries have been made park,a junior dance,the
for the show that has +fun rodeo and ,a steak in social hall of church.
---come to be recognized cook-out.
Aging Committee of
Ladies golf with Molly Purchase Arta Developas one of the largest
Nationally known catyouth events of its k)nd tle authorities judging Booth as hostessewill be
ment District will meet
In the World.
the show_will
,Dr. played at 9:30 a.m. at at 30 a.m. at PADD dfBesides the cattle Doug Parrett of the Murray'Country Club.
fice, Mayfield.
judging, slated for July University of Illinois,
-,
---25-26, special activities Urbana; Larry Cotton ,Ladies day events at
Events at Calloway
will include a speech of Premier Beef Cattle, "Oaks Country Club will Public'Library will incontest, bee
!
s bowl com- Howell, Mich.; and be golf with Ada clude Parents and Twos
petition, a livestock Jackie Davis. Napa Roberts as hostess and at 9:30 a.m.; Story Hour
judging contest plus the Vall-ey Polled bridge - with Shirley for preschool children at
selection of National Herefords. Napa. Calif. Martin as hostess, both 10:30 a.m, and for
Junior Merit Award The finals of the Na- at 9:30 a.m., and lun- school-age children at 2
winners. Ted Price of tional Junior Showman- cheon at noon with p.m.; Gobble Relay for
"Words and Music" In ship COntest, to be held Paula Crouse and Summer Reading ProOmaha. Neb., will be during the show, will be Evelyn Wallis as gram at 4 p.m.
chairmen.

Community events

CARLOS BLACK JR. PAINTING CO.

701 South 4th Street

Murray, Ky.

In Business for 24 Years

IwwZmi

Pay Le$S
DRUGS

Payless Announces Its

Grand Opening

Wednesday-Saturday

lYs
..±) ,i;trel-A:g
—...- —

Ittr
cimum put%
t at flux Gma

..

1978 Olds 98 Regency
Sharp
S52 1 1

Look For Our
Grand Opening Ad
This WED. JUNE 20—
Over $500 Will Be
Given Away This
Saturday, June 23rd
Register Anytime For
Free Gifts And
Certificates To
Be Given Awn
•
Payless Drug
Name
Address

_

DWAIN TAYLOR-- - —
_
C-HEVR oLET •
753-2617

Phone No.

641 S. Murray
I.

510CP44...41:144.1

Payless Drug

Painters employed at our company
pictured from left to right: Boyce West,
Eugene Dick, Bing Gallion, Dennis West,
Johnny Williams. Together our painters
have 70 years of experience, averaging
14 years each.
We paint residential, commercial, industrial and do sandblasting. No job is
too large or too small.
_We have reasonable prices and a full
line of insurance.
Callus for a_ free estimate
on your next paint job.
759-0839 or 753-0845

--Willele••••
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